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Assessrcwnt of the eJeventh special sorrlon and of the
thirty-fifth regular session of the United Nations

General Assembly from the point of view of the Africa region

I. Introduction

I. The purpose of this paper is twofold: to provide information and report on
those subjects which the Conference of Ministers at its previous meeting had submitted
to the General Assembly through the Economic and Social Council and on which the
Assembly had taken decisions, and to highlight those subjects which have arisen from
the deliberations of the Economic and Social Council and the General' Assembly on which
the.Conference of Ministers needs to take decisions or make comments and observations.
This has been done in respect of two sessions of the General Assembly which have taken
place since the fifteenth session of the Commission and the sixth meeting of the
Conference of Ministers in April i960, namely the eleventh special session and the
thirty-fifth regular session of the Assembly.

'• Eleventh special session, New York, 25 August - 16 September 1980

2. On I May 1974, the General Assembly of the United Nations by its resolutions
320] (S-VI) and 3202 (S-VI) adopted the Declaration and Programme of Action on the
Establishment of a New International Economic Order. Subsequently, other resolutions
such as resolution 3281 (XXIX) containing the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties
of States and resolution 3362 (S-VI) on Development and International Economic
Co-operation and discussions and decisions in other forums reinforced the call for
the establishment of a new international economic order and the need for concerted
international action to achieve quick results in this regard.

3. Unfortunately, three years after the high hopes engendered by the call for a
new International economic order, Member States realized that, apart from the.
necessity of making continuous efforts to win more States from the North and their
representatives^-.accept the need for a new order and to work for its establishment
there was need to monitor the progress made in the establishment of the order so
as to maintain the, initial momentum, it was in this context that the General
Assemb y by Its resolution 32A74, decided "to convene a special session of the
General Assembly ,n 1980 at a high level in order to assess the progress made in
the various forums of the United Nations system in the establishment of the new
international -economic order and, on the basis of that assessment,.to take appropriate
action_for the promotion of the development of developing countries and"International

strawy ^r^!^1"01^"9 +he ad°p+i°n °f the new International development

4. To assist it by acting as the focal point in (a) overseeing and monitoring the
rZi^flK decisions and agreements reached In the negotiations on the establish
ment of the new international economic order in the appropriate bodies of the United
Nations system; (b) providing impetus for resolving difficulties in negotiations and
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for encouraging the continuing work in these bodies; Cc) serving, where appropriate,

as a forum for fact Iitating and expediting agreement on the resolution of outstanding
issues; and Cd) exploring and exchanging views on nlobal economic problems and
priorities, the General Assembly in the same resolution decided to establish a

Committee of the Whole J/? which would meet, as and when required, during the
intersessional periods until the special session of the General Assembly in 1980.

The Committee was requested to submit reports on its work and recommendations to

the.General Assembly at its' thirty-third and thirty-fourth sessions and at the

special session to be held in 1980, Representation was to be at a high level and
the Assembly affirmed that at! negotiations of a global nature relating to the
establishment of the new international economic order should take place within the
framework of the Unfr^pd Nations system.

5. With this resolution, it was clear-that the General Assembly was convinced
that international negotiations sUouid be centralized in the system where membership

is universal Instead of being con&fccted in forums where not all States Members of
the United Nations are represented.- Unfortunately, that conviction almost spelt
doom for the work of the Committee. In fact, the first substantive meeting of the

Committee became entangled in procedural matters particularly in relation to the
interpretation of its term? of reference. Over all, the committee held three

sessions at which the major issues involved in the call for a new international
economic order were discussed.

6. But while the work of the Committee on the new international economic order

was continuing, activities connected with the preparation of the international

development strategy for the Third Unrted Nations Development Decade were also going

on. As it was, the issues expected to-be addressed \n the new strategy were intimately

related to the issues being discussed in the search for a new International economic

order. Thus, when the General Assembly wanted to establish the machinery for the

preparation of an international tievel^^ent -strategy -.or the Third United Nations

Development Decade at its thirty-third session in January 1979, it affirmed that

the new International development strategy "should be formulated within the framework

of the new international economic order and be directed towards the achievement of

its objectives" £'. Thus this decision formally linked the contents of the Declaration

and the Programme of Action on the Establishment of the New International Economic

Ord-er to those of the new internat-horrai development strategy as envisaged in resolution

32/174 which, as already indicated, speaks not only of the review of progress made in

the establishment of the new international economic order but also the adoption of

the new development-strategy at the spscia! session scheduled for 1980.

]_/ It was understood that the Qommrrfee of tho-Whole would be open to all States,

this term being interpreted in accordance-with established practice of the

General Assembly. _ ._

2/ General Assembly resolution 33/193.
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7.^ Similarly, while discussions were under way in.different forums within the

United Nations system, similar discussions were going on in other forums outside
the system. Thus at the sixth Conference of Heads of State or Government of Non-

Aligned Countries, held at Havana from 3 to 9 September 1979, one of the major
subjects discussed and on which a resolution was adopted was 'global negotiations

relating to international economic co-operation for development-. In recognition
of the importance of this subject for the establishment of the new International

economic order, the General Assembly, by its resolution 34/133 decided t;to launch
at its special ,session in 1980 a round of global and sustained negotiations on

international economic co-operation for development, such negotiations being action-
oriented and proceeding in a simultaneous manner in order to ensure a coherent and
integrated approach to the issues under negotiations".

8. The negotiations, which should include major issues in the field of raw materials,
energy, trade, development, money and finance should take place within the United

Nations system with the participation, in accordance with the procedures of relevant

bodies, of all States and within a specified time-frame without prejudice to the
control of the General Assembly and should, among other objectives, contribute to

the implementation, of the international development strategy for the Third United
Nations Development Decade. The General Assembly also decided that the Committee
of the Whole established under resolution 32/174 should act as the preparatory
committee for these negotiations and propose all necessary arrangements worked out
In accordance with its established procedures.

9. In effect, the objectives of the special session were: (a) to assess the progress
made in the establishment of the new international economic order and,(b) on the basis
of such assessment, to take appropriate action for the promotion of the development
of developing countries and international economic co-operation, including the adoption
of the new international development strategy for the 1980s and the launching of global
negotiations relating to international economic co-operation for development^ In pre
paration for the session, the Preparatory Committee of the Whole established under

General Assembly resolution 32/174 was to prepare a report on the progress made in
the establishment of the new international economic order and make arrangements for

the session; the Preparatory Committee for the New International Development Strategy
established under General Assembty resolution 33/193 was to draw up the strategy and
the Director-General for Development and International Economic Co-operation, who
had been entrusted with the task of co-ordinating all preparations for the special

session, was to prepare,, after consultation with the executive heads of all the organs,
organizations and bodies concerned within the United Nations system, pran analytical

report on developments in the field of international economic co-operation towards
the establishment of the new international economic order since the sixth special
session". V

10. Originally, the special session was scheduled to take place from 25 August to
5 September 1980. However, it had to be extended to 15 September 1980 in an attempt
to salvage it from complete collapse as far as the subject of global negotiations was
concerned.

V General Assembly resolution 33/198.
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The outcome of the special session and its assessment from the point of the

African region

II. Any examination of the foregoing points is bound to lead to the question of

what the results of the special session were.

12 In terms of the objectives set for the session, the results were disappointing.
Although minister after minister stressed the need to make concrete progress as far
as the establishment of the new international economic order was concerned, the
Assembly was able only to take note of the draft international development strategy
for the Third United Nations Development Decade which had been agreed on the basis
of consensus in the Preparatory Committee. The adoption of the Strategy was eft
to the thirty-fifth session because no progress could be made regarding the global
negotiations which were regarded by many as one of the crucial instruments for the
implementation of the new international economic order.

13 As far a3 the Launching of the giob'al negotiations was concerned, the Assembly
could not even agree on the agenda and the procedures for the negotiations. This
subject was also referred to the thirty-fifth session for action. And at the time
of writinq this paoer (mid-January 1981); no agreement had been reached. In fact,
the resumed session of the Assembly scheduled for 15 January .1981 and which was to
be devoted to the consideration of this subject had to be postponed indefinitely
because the Chairman of the Assembly was still trying togain support for his draft
agenda of the issues and the procedures for the negotiations. _

14 As reported by the Chairman of the OECD Development Assistance Committee, "as to
the global neqotiat ions, despite serious and conscientious efforts by all the partici
pating governments, the sole product of the Special Session was the +ransmi^' +°
the renuiar General Assembly session immediately ensuing of a draft on procedures -
nothing more - to which all but three delegations (United States of America Fedral
Republic of Germany and United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) were
recorded as agreeing'1. 5/

15 The special session also adopted two resolutions entitled "Suggestions by the
Secretary-General to overcome the critical economic situation of many developing
countries" (resolution S-ll/3) and "Measures to meet the crit.cai situation in the
TeZ ievelo ed countries" (resolution S-.1/4). Resolution S-l1/3 was In rej> y to
the Secretary-General's call for an urgent and ..immediate response to ^aggravated
baIance-of-payments problems of the poorer developing countries, the focus of wh.cn
the GeneralPAssemby diluted. Thus, while the Secretary-General had addressed the
immedta?e needs of the "most seriously affected" and other tow-income countries ar.s.ng

4/ It is hoped that by the time of the meeting of the Conference of Ministers in
" April, concrete decisions wilt have been agreed on which ,an oral presentation

can be made.

5/ See 1980 Review - Development Co-operation, Organization for Economic Co-operation
" and Development, Paris, November 1980, p.22.
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from recent terms-of-trade losses, the resolution refers, instead, to the "short-

term, medium-term and long-term problems" of "many developing countries", with

references also to "the large majority of developing countries" and to "the least-

developed and other developing countries, particularly those in the special categories".

Resolution S-ll/4 reiterates donors1 concern for the least-developed group and their

expanded aid intentions.

16. It has been argued in some quarters that the main reason why no agreement could

be reached was because the Group of 77 wanted all issues including international monetary

reform and trade to be discussed in a centra! forum like the General Assembly or a

centralized conference called for the purpose of the global negotiations since member

ship in such forums is universal whereas the Group B countries wanted to preserve

the independence and autonomy of such institutions as IMF, the World Bank and GATT

where membership, is not universal and they dominate polIcy-making^ While there is

some truth in this view, which is a manifestation of the continuing suspicion between

the .two groups, the reason for failure was more fundamental. And while the two groups

continued in their confrontation, the developed CMEA countries were of the usual view

that the main issues did not concern them.

17. However, any perspicacious observer of the international scene should have realized

that, unless new perception and approaches were forthcoming particularly from the

Third World, no breakthroughs could be expected from international negotiations.

18. The question of what type of new perception and approaches is better answered

by;examining the underlying reasons for no progress in all international negotiations

so far. ■..-..

19. The major obstacle in the way of any meaningful achievement \n international

negotiations so far has been the impression given that the Third World countries are

supplicants whereas the developed countries whether of the market economies or of

the centrally-planned economies are the possessors of all the keys to development

and economic growth. There is also the mistaken belief on the part of the Third World

that the restructuring of the world economy can be achieved through international

resolutions that call on the advanced countries to give up their monopolistic positions

in science and technology, industrial capacity and money qnd finance. Yet, the Western

developed countries to which, the,call for a new order is basically addressed think

otherwise. To them their achievements have been due to the operation of the market

system. In effect, the attitude of a supplicant and the-, belief In resolutions betray

at least one fundamental Ignorance: the basis and strength of the present economic

order. The fact Is that the present world order - the obnoxious features of which

the developing countries are struggling to eliminate - is a reflection of world power

structures in industrial capacity based on scientific and technological capacity, both

of which support military power. In the nature of things, monopolistic power can be

broken only by whittling away the basis of that power.

20. One way of whittling away the basis of such power is to understand that scientific

and technological capacity is the product of the application of human ingenuity to

the development of instruments and processes aimed at the solution of socio-economic
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problems. In attempting to establish such instruments and processes, natural ,

physical resources have'a crucial role to play. On this basis, the Third World"

countries in general and African ones in. particular need not; act as supplicants in

International negotiations. They only need to know their own strengths and weaknesses

as well as those of their opponents. Similarly, they need to realize that the

present strength of the developed countries owes a lot to planned domestic efforts

based on well-defined national objectives and the definition and resolute utilization

of appropriate policies, instruments and institutions.

21. In saying'this, it Is not being suggested that international negotiations are .,

not useful. In fact, in view of the undeniable fact that no country in the world

can possess alT the materials and factors needed for the successful solution of .

development and economic growth .problems, international economic relations are very

important. What Is being suggested is that if important benefits are to be derived

from international relations, then all participants in such relations must have

well-defined national objectives, know thei r'strengths and weaknesses as wellas

the weaknesses and strengths of their opponents in relation to the factors necessary

for achieving those objectives. It is only in this framework that negotiators can

listen attentively to one another. In the present circumstances, the dice are heavily
loaded aqaInst the developing countries in general, and those of Africa in particular

partly through their own faults and partly through the faults of history.

22. It is in the context of the foregoing that the Monrovia Strategy and the Lagos
Plan of Action for its implementation have their meaning and relevance to the problems

and needs of Africa. At present, African countries do not possess the requisite
basic strength for participating actively in and benefiting adequately from international

negotiations. That strength consists not only In officials who know the rules and

techniques of international negotiations but also in those who have a realistic
knowledgeof developing countries1 strengths and weaknesses in natural resources,

high-level skTMsp science and.technology, etc.. based firmly on a knowledge of their
development and economic growth objectives. With such knowledge firmly in their
hands, Africa's negotiators and others from the res+ of the Third World wifl.no longer

go into international, negotiations as beggars and mendicants. This, is why the

Strategy and Plan of Action not only lay stress on the/need for national and collective
self-reliance but also take'pains''to identify the ingredients for such self-reliance:

knowledge of the natural resources available for development and economic growth;
planning of the development of required skins.and of science and technology in

accordance with such natural resources; reform of domestic markets; determination

of goods and services in relation to domestic market needs; establishment and efficient

management of appropriate Institutions; pro.moti|On'of collective development "efforts -

joint infrastructural institutions, joint production institutions and joint purchasing

institutions; and the development of capacity,for effective participation in international

negotiations, to name but a few. ... . •■

23. In recommending the foregoing as the components of the required change in perception
perception and approaches, one Is not underestimating the costs Involved not only

In terms of the financial resources required, but also in terms of real factor inputs

and the inevitable loss of social welfare for some that may accompany it. However,

such changes are being recommended because they constitute the basic elements of a

more viable and enduring path compared with the present approaches, and which can
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enable African countries to participate ful|y, equally and equitably In the process

of International decision making in genera! and of International negotiations In

particular. . . .

The thirty-fifth regular session of the General Assembly, Mew York,
15 September - 17 December 1980 ; ~~~

24.' At the annual regular sessions of the General Assembly, many matters - political,

security, legal, disarmament, colonialism, apartheid, economic, social, humanitarian,

financial and others - are dealt with. However, In the context of the terms of

reference of the Commission, this paper will deal only with economic, social and "' •■

humanitarian matters. In this context, the rest of this section of the paper Is

divided into three parts: (a) decisions on matters carried over from the eleventh
special session; (b) major decisions on some aspects of the Lagos Plan of Action; : '

and (c) decisions In favour of some African countries.

Decisions on matters carried over from the eleventh special session

25. In section II reference has already been made to the fact that the text of the

new international development strategy was transmitted to the thirty-fifth regular

session of the Assembly for adoption and that the discussions on the agenda and

procedures for launching the global negotiations were to be continued at the thirty-
fifth session.

26. At the thirty-fifth regular session, the new international development strategy

was duly adopted without a vote for implementation as from I January 1981. As Is

usual on such occasions, after the adoption of the document, a number. (12, all.except

one from Group B countries) of States Members of the United Nations made statements

explaining their support or lack of support for some of the recommendations in the

strategy document.

27.: In view of the important position of the United States of America as the largest

contributor of official development assistance (In terms of volume although not of

percentage share of the gross national product), it i s interesting to note some of

the:points made by Its representative after the adoption of the strategy.. The'speech

made on that occasion by the representative of the United States is attached to' this

paper as annex I. . It Is clear from this speech that as far as the,United States of

America Is concerned, almost all the elements of the new international economic order

are unacceptable mainly because they go against the grain of the Ideology.of market

forces. This attitude confirms the statement made earlier In this paper about the

obstacles to,the establishment of the new international economic order in general

and achieving meaningful negotiations in particular and hence the likelihood that

the provisions of the,new. international development strategy that call on the interna
tional community for action may not be totally and faithfully implemented.

28. As far as the launching of the series of global negotiations was concerned, the
thirty-fifth regular session couid not make any progress.
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29. In fact, when the Assembly suspended its work on 17 December 1980, it was able

to decide only that the President of the General Assembly should continue consultations
concerning item 123 on its agenda, entitled "Launching of global neqotlatIons on
International economic co-operation for development", with a view to reporting on
the results of these consultations at the resumed thirty-fifth session. Unfortunately,

the President did not succeed i.n his consultations to produce an agreeable text on
procedures and the agenda items.. The result was that the discussions could not

continue at the resumed session.

30. Finally, the Assembly adopted the two resolutions transmitted to, it by the eleventh
special "session on "Suggestions by the Secretary-General to overcome the critical, >
economic situation of many developing countries" and "Measures to meet the critical ■
situation in the least developed countries". ' ...... ■..--<

Major decisions on some aspects of the Lagos Plan : ;; ■■

31 Since all decisions mad^ by the General Assembly at its thirty-fifth session are
recorded in resolutions, the relevant resolutions are attached to this paper as annex II.

<i> Resolution 35/64 - Special measures for the social and.economic . :

developmer,t of Africa . .; ■ ■: ■ ■

32 The Lagos Plan of Action was made available to the eleventh special session as
document A/S-ll/14, annex 1, and at the thirty-fifth session, the Assembly »**!"<» ■"
resolution entitled "Special measures for the social and economic development of Africa

(A/RES/35/64) (sec annex 1!).

33 With the adoption of this resolution, it is clear that international community
is'aware not only of the existence of the Monrovia Strategy for the Development of
Africa which is already acknowledged in the international development strategy for
the Third United Nations Development Decade but also of the existence of the Lagos
Plan of Action for its implementation. Moreover, the General Assembly has called_on
the United Nations system, particularly the specialized agenciesj>nd the m«!|I.™ional
development financing institutions,, other international organizat.ons and bilateral ^
aid donors to assist member States, the Organization of African Unity and the Economic
Commission for Africa in the implementation of the Plan. In the context of negotiations
for aid and technical assistance with a view to solving socio-economic problems, the
decision of the Genera! Assembly is very important. This Is because; henceforth,
member States and their development co-operation partners can use the Plan as The

framework for negotiations for aid and technical assistance.'

34 Finally, as a result of this resolution, progress made in implementing the Plan
will be reviewed and appraised by the General Assembly of the United Nations as well
as at national and subregional levels/the meeting of the Conference of Ministers of
ECA and the Assembly of Heads of State and Government of the Organ.zation of African Unity
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(it) Industrial Development Decade for Africa (S/RES/55/64 B)

35. The General Assembly also adopted a resolution on industrial development, part B

of which relates to the "Industrial Development Decade for Africa" (see annex II).

36. Here, it is to be assumed that the programme mentioned In the resolution is the

industrial part of the Lagos Plan of Action, which was established by the Conference

of African Ministers of Industry and approved by the Summit on the recommendation

of the ECA Conference of Ministers. Moreover, in view of the fact that the monitoring

of the implementation of the programme and its evaluation are also to be carried out

by the Conference of African Ministers of Industry and the ECA Conference of Ministers

with periodic reports submitted to the Assembly of Heads of State and Government of

the Organization of African Unity, and since the two organizations with which the

United Nations Industrial Development Organization is to collaborate intimately to

implement the programme are based in Addis Ababa and UNIDO has a joint division with

ECA, it is not clear w V it has been thought ncessary to establish a co-ordination

unit or group within UNIDO based at Vienna, Austria.

(i i i) Situation of food and agriculture in Africa (A/RES/35/69)

37. Another major resolution relevant to the Lagos Plan of Action is that on the

situation of food and agriculture in Africa (See annex II).

38. in view of the fact that this resolution is concerned with the implementation

of the Lagos Plan of Action, it is hoped that a rigid old-style sectoral approach,

particularly in relation to food and agriculture, will not be adopted. Moreover,

recalling that the agricultural part of the Laoos Plan of Action was an interagency

handwork, it is hoped that the conspicuous absence in this resolution of the names

of the other participating organs, organizations and agencies will not prevent their

being consulted on the implementation of its provisions.

(iv) The resolutions on the following subjects are not analysed here

(see annex I I for the full texts of the resolutions).

(a) Resolutions analyzed in other papers

- Science and technology for development

- Effective mobilization and integration of women in

development
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- United Nations Conference on New and Renewable Sources
of Energy

- United Nations Transport and Communications Decade in
Africa

- International Year of the Disabled Persons

United Nations Conference on the Least Developed
Countries

(b) Resolutions on other subjects that are of general interest to
the Commission but have not called for any specific action
on the part of the Commission:

- Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States

- Special action related to the particular needs and

problems of land-locked developing countries

- Action programme in favour of developing island
countries

- Reverse transfer of technology

- Restrictive business practices

- Implementation in the Sudano-Sahelian region of the
Plan of Action to Combat Desertification'

- Implementation of the Plan of Action to Combat Desertification

- International co-operation in the field of the environment

- Strengthening of human settlements activities

- Human settlements

- Report of the World Food Council

- World Food Day
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Special assistance to African countries

39. For some years now, the Genera! Assembly either on its own or acting on decisions

taken by the Security Council has been adopting resolutions on special assistance to

some developing countries, thj majority of which have always been African countries.

The assistance has been either on refugee, drought and/or general socio-economic problems,

40. Such resolutions were adopted in respect of the following countries and areas

at the thirty-fifth regular session: Somalia (refugees); the Sudan (refugees);

Djibouti (refugees); Ethiopia (displaced persons); southern Africa (refugees);

Sudano-Sahelian region (medium-term and long-term recovery and rehabilitation programme);

the Central African Republic (reconstruction, rehabilitation and development); Benin

(special economic assistance); Djibouti (special assistance); Djibouti, Somalia, the

Sudan and Uganda (drought); Ethiopia (drought); Chad (reconstruction, rehabilitation

and development); Sao tome and Principe (special assistance); Zambia (special assistance:
as a result of aggression); Guinea-Bissau (special assistance); Lesotho (special

assistance as a result of aggression); the Comoros (special assistance); Botswana

(special assistance as a result of aggression); Mozambique (special assistance as a

result of aggression); Zimbabwe (refugees, reconstruction and development); Uganda

(reconstruct!on, rehabilitation and development); Cape Verde (special assistance);

Equatorial Guinea (reconstruct!onf rehabilitation and development); Djibouti, Equatorial

Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Sao Tome and Principe and Seychelles (review of economic

situation with a view to the inclusion of these countries in the fist of the least

developed countries); and Zaire (particular problems with regard to transport, transit

and access to foreign markets).

41. The office for Special Political Questions at the United Nartons Headquarters

deals exclusively with the spec's1 ass'stance programmes'to African countries.
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Speech of the Representatives of the United States of anerica after the
adoption of the. International Development Strategy for the 3rd United"

nations tovelopnent Decade^ ~~

1. The United States generally endorses the International Development Strategy for the
Third United Nations Development Decade. *fe are committed to international co-operation
for development. As do others, we recognize that the current sarious economic situation
places severe constraints on the ora-^h and. development prospects of all countries.

2. We are deeply concerned about the inadequacy of the trcatnient of energy in the Srategy
Supply and price of energy, critical factors in global economic arewth and: stability, win"*
probably be the most important determinants of the economic development of the developing
countries during the 1930s, Yet the Strategy virtually ignores the close and vital relation
ship between energy and development prospects - The inadequate treatment of energy in the
^trategy is not only a serious deficiency in the document, but it also casts a shadow of
doubt concerning the international ccmminitycs ability to resolve issues of paramount impor
tance to its own well-being and survival. The Strategy's use of general language on energy
and more specific formulations on other major issues will be interpreted by many as cdving
energy a subordinate place in "the Strategy and in the interests and needs of developing
countries. Finally, we cannot understand the refusal of some developing countries to "

. permit the use of language in the section on policv measures relating to the need for a lono
tern solution to the energy problem and for intensified, efforts to deveioo and expand all '
forms of energyo

3. VJe appreciate the strong desire of the developing countries to obtain in the Strategy
an ambitious and specific target for the over-all orowth rate of developing countries in the
19o0s and _ for related, sectoral targets* We share the aspirations of these targets, but can
only commit ourselves to sustained, efforts to achieve irmroved growth rates for
countries. *

4, The Strategy is not only a political statement of the my the international economic
system should function but it provides guidelines for Governments and multilateral institu
tions,. Along the vay the distinctions between :"should and vlll"! have been bJurred. In
our yiew, the implementation of the policy measures and the interpretation of the document
should take into account the agreements, resolutions and decisions reached in th» relevant
intergovernmental bodies of the United Nations systeru

5-= Let me now comment on some of the individual subjects covered in the text-

6. In the area of trade, we endorse the carmitment of all countries to an open and
expanding trade system. A commitinent by all countries to this trading system will ensure
that_its future evolution is to the benefit of all. Our first and most important task is
the implementation of the corrrprehensive tariff reductions and the codes on non-tariff
barriers agreed to in the multilateral trade negotiations, actions that will be of substan
tial benefit to the developing countries. *fe interpret the language of the Strateov
calling for the developed, countries to grant to the developing countries ncn-reciprocal
and unilateral concessions, includina on tropical products, to mean that althouah'
developing countries should not he expected, to make concessions inconsistent with their
individual development and financial and trade needs, they should make concessions which
are consistent with these needs. They should also increase their participation in the tradinq
system with the progressive development of their economies and improvement in their trade
situation. Regarding paragraph 59 of the draft Strategv (A/r^ll/2 (Part III)) concerning

* Extract from Document V35/592/ftdd.l ~ Development on International Economic co
operation. Report of the Second Camtittee (Part II). «*««aana± tconomc co-
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harrnonization of synthetics with natural products, our position remains uncharged from
the position we took on the adoption of resolution 93 (iv) of the United Nations Conference
on Trade and- Development, The United States agrees that trade in all sectors should be as
free and open as possible, We interpret the language of the Strategy to itiean that sectoral
agreements vtiich hanpra* the grot*th of trade should brs avoided, to the extent possible. The
United States agrees that the generalized, system of preferences should be continued beyond
the initial period, hut holds firmly to the notion that it is a temporary, unilateral pro
grams. The purpose of preferential treatment of irports from developing countries is~
to encourage the ultimate integration of all developing countries into the tradinc system
as full partners„ " "

h We-wish to emphasize that the inclusion of paragraph 64 in the Strategy does not de
nigrate the applicability of the other paragraphs of this section to the socialist countries
of Eastern Europe

8- Given our v^ll-known position on the applicability of international law,, the United
States reserves on the phrase "permanent sovereignty" vhere it appears in the text without
being made expressly subject to international law.

S. _ I^he United. States recognizes the need, for additional flows of external resources
to aid the development of the developing countries, 'the United'-States plans to increase
its official development assistance substantially in the future, but, as is well known, we do
not accept the 0-7 per cent am target, Ve interpret the term "developed countries" when
used in this document to include the socialist countries of Eastern Europe as well as all
other industrialized countries. It in essential that all countries in a position to do so,
including those of Eastern Europe and the capital surplus petrolcum-exportijnn developing
countries, shoulder a share of the burden for increased development assistance. Witii
respect to official development assistance for special categories, as rrentione*?. in para
graph 96 elsewhere the United States rcitarates Lhe view that official development
assistance is not necessarily the most appropriate remedy for the problems faced by those
countries«. Regarding debt relief, which', in our view docs not include retroactive terms
adjustment P notfu^g in the Strategy should he construed- to extend the coverage of Trade and
Development Board resolution 155 (S-IX) of 11 March 1978 or to ixriify aparagraph 5 thereof,
nor does it irrply any agreement thai; rJNC??.D has responsibility for overseeincr - the activities
of organizations outside its formal structure.

10 „ Nothing in paragraui 6i> should l<j construed to imply the support of the United States
for all features of the Arusha PrograHme for Collective Self-Reliance.

11- The United States believes that the international distribution of service industries
(including transport and insurance ) should be determined by market forces.

12. The United, States views restructuring ei£ structural adjustment in the industrial
sector as global phenomena #xich are continuously occurring on a irassive. scale,, primarily
as a.result of market forces, Padeployment. and the international distribution industries
will result primarily fer. the evolution of cconopie^ rather than from .international
negotiation. While vie favour policies that vdll facilitate .increased processing of
priiriary corniodities, and nomal evolution of industrial production in response to market
forces, oiir Government cannot intervene directly in this process.. Furtjierrrpref in formu
lating policy in this area, each Governrrsant must take into account the structure of.its-'econo
my as well as its national plans and priorities.
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13 a Regarding the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action on Industrial Development and
co-operation, a/ the United States position is unchanged,

14 . The United States interprets the passages concerning further reform of the inter
national economic system as an endorsement of the reform which has occurred and is
continuing in this area- The unspecified factors to be taken into account regarding
cevelopxng countries' participation in the decision-Trakim process include, in our view,
their willingness to share international obligations, their contribution of resources to
international financial institutions and the need for efficient operational decision-
making . The United States continues to oppose a special drawing rights-aid link and
retrains concerned that any such link could damage offorte to make special drawinc riqhts
the principal reserve asset in the international monetary system.

15. The meaning and objective of paragraph 113 is not clear* tfowever, it contains
several troublesome ideas,, such as rossible differential treatment of XTF members,
revision of the manner in which W regards the I^alance-of-payirents positions of its
members and price indexation. vie cannot accept this paragraph.

16. The United States agrees that developing countries should have access to technologies
to the fullest possible extent consistent with the principle of propriety owenership and,
in the case of nuclear technology, non-proliferation objectives/

17. ttie United States questions the need for "structural" change in the international
transport system at this time. Regarding paragraph 126, we do not find the 20 per cent
share target meaningful or useful and do not subscribe to it,

16. Regarding paragraph 133, the United States does not agree to the provision of con
ference and Secretariat services for meetings which violate"the principle of universality.

xd. Finally, we endorse the review and appraisal section calling for periodic reviews
of rajor aspects of development in the involving development experiences in the various
regions. This step towards the kind of country-specific analysis could be most useful
to development policy-making at the national level.

20= In conclusion, I would like to emphasize once again the support of my Government for
the concept of a United Nations clevelopnsnt decade and the International Development
Strategy as well as our appreciation for the spirit in which men-foer Governments" of ail
the United Nations organizations aid agencies have worked so long and hard to produce
this Strategy,

a/ See A/10112, chap,
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LIST OF RESOLUTIONS IN THE ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND HUMANITARIAN AFFATRq
ADOPTED BY THE 35TH SESSION OF THE UNITED NATIONS GENERAL^ASSEMBLY

THAT ARE OF RELEVANCE TO THE AFRICA REGION V

35/64. Special measures for the social and economic development of Africa in the 1980s

The General Assembly,

.l at the critical condition of the economies of most African
^!™!n-r-e-P8St +W°^eCades and +he 9■«>"•/ prospects for their economic
development arising from the current crisis in the world economy,

nRef3"'"9 its resolutions 3201 (S-VI) and 3202 (S-VI) of I May 1974 containing
the Declaration and the Programme of Action on the Establishment of a New ?nternat7ona
R?nhT H%\ 32S flX' °f '2 °ecember l974' oon+alnlng the Charter of Economic
Rights and Duties of States, and 3362 (S-VII) of 16 September 1975 on development
and international economic co-operation, u«v«iopmenT

5f«gnrzinfl the>eful contribution that the effective execution of the Lagos
Plan of Action for the Implementation of the Monrovia Strategy for the Economic
Development of Africa, 2/ adopted on 29 April 1980 by the Assembly of Heads of State

llLtTZZTfl S Or9anlza!ion of Af^an Unity at Its secondextraordlnaryry
to tilrlX nlr*??,3^3" h6!d S+ La9OS on 28 and 29 APril l58°- can maketo the rapid over-all social and economic development of Africa,

InwSJ" PartkU'ar> I^t successive international development strategies and
nternational economic negotiations have contributed only marginally to an Improvement
m the economic situation of.the developing countries and, particularly, of the
African continent, and that Africa remains highly vulnerable to the instability in
the world economy, , '

Realizing that the African continent will benefit more if special economic

:??r:alP::d/Or !tS d6VelODmen+ ** ". —ted in a co-ordinated, consistent

of thlMoIr^?,^! ?jth f+i^ac^on- of +*e Lagos Plan of Action for the Implementation
of the Monrovia Strategy for the Economic Development of Africa;

)untVsomenad-terSr?nS °f *** r?SOlu+ions' The fIna! +«<* ^Ich will
in 1981. ^ S ' °ria changes ma^ not be available until some time later

2/ A/S-ll/14, annex I.
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2- ffftgogniZ63 that special measures should be adopted by the international
community tor the socia: and economic development of African countries taking
into account, j_nter_ alia, the contributions that the comprehensive and'co-ordinated
programme of special measures called for in the Lagos Plan of Action can make;

.. . 3t -!nvitos rh" organs, organizations and bodies of the United Nations system,
in consultation with the Organization of African Unity and the Economic Commission
for Africa, to indicate in a comprehensive manner in their next annual reports to
the Economic and Social Council the contributions that they can make within their
areas of competence and within the indicated time frames, to the achievement of the
aims and objectives set out in tha Lagos Plan" of Action;

4- Aiso invites rhe ron-governmental organizations in consultative status
with the Lconcmlc and Socia! Council to submit to the Secretary-General, for
transmission to ihe Council at its-second regular session of 1982, suggestions for
contributions thct they may be .able to make to the implementa+ion of the Laqos Plan
of Action;

n the context of a general increase in official
i

^. , general increase in official
development assistance, es envisaged In the International Development Strategy
for the Third United Nations Development Decade, Vto take into account the need
for .an adequate.flow of resources for the effective implementation of the Laqos
Plan of Action.; -. . m

6- inZiJ^i +he International Monetary Fund, the World Bank and the United Nations
Development Programme, as well as other development banks or funds, actively to
consider assisting in providing adequate resources which could contribute to the
implementation of .lift Lagcs Plan or Action;

1 • £^9H®.3.ii ihe Secretary-General,./ in consultation with organs, ornanizations
and bodies of the United Nations"system,"to prepare a comprehensive interim report
for submission to the General Assembly at its thirty-sixth session regarding the
steps which have oe.-sn taken to implement paragraph 3 above; . .

■ 8- Requests the Secretary-General tn this regard to submit to the General
Assembly at Its th rty-seventh session, through the Economic and Social Council
a report on tho progress made in ihe implementation of the present resolution.

3/ 'A/35/592/AddJ, para. 6,
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35/66. Industrial Development Decade for Africa

The General Assembly,

RecalI ing resolution 51 (XIV) adopted by the Industrial Development Board at
its fourteenth session on 19 May I960;

Noting Economic and Social Council resolution 1980/46 of 23 July 1980 on the
Transport and Communications Decade in Africa;

Noting also the decisions adopted by the Assembly of Heads of State and
Government of the Organization of African Unity at Lagos 4/ and Freetown 5/ to

take appropriate measures to implement the Monrovia Strategy 6/ for the economic
development of Africa; "~

'■ Proclaims the 1980s as the Industrial Development Decade for Africa;

2- CaI Is upon the United Nations industrial Development Organization and
the Economic Commission for Africa, in close co-operation with the Organization

of African Unity, to formulate proposals to implement the programme for the Industrial
Development Decade for Africa and to monitor its progress;

3* Supports the establishment of a co-ordination unit or croup within the
United Nations Industrial Development Organization for the Industrial Development

Decade for Africa and requests the Secretary-General to provide appropriate resources
to enable that organization to perform its role in the preparation and implementation
of the Decade;

4. Requests the Executive Director of the United Nations Industrial Development
Organization and the Executive Secretary.of the Economic Commission for Africa to
initiate appropriate contacts with the organs, organizations and bodies of the United
Nat ions■system in order to contribute to the success of the Industrial Development
Decade for Africa and to report on the action taken through the Industrial Development
Board, at its fifteenth session, and the Economic and Social Council, at Its second
regular session of 1981, to the General Assembly at its thirty-sixth session

£/ See A/S-l1/14, annex.

5/ See A/35/463 and Corr. I, annex.

6/ See A/34/552.
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35/69. Situation of food and agriculture in Africa

The General Assembly,

Noting with concern that, over the last two decades, the situation of food

and agriculture in Africa has undergone a drastic deterioration., resulting in a
decline of food production per capita and a reduction of average dietary standards
below essential requirements,

Recalling its resolutions 3201 (S-VI) and 3202 (S-VI) of I May 1974, containing

the Declaration and the Programme of Action on the Establishment of a New International
Economic Order, 3281 (XXIX) of 12 December 1974, containing the Charter of Economic
Rights and Duties of States, and 3362 (S-.-VII) of 16 September 1975 on development
and fnternationaI economic co-operation,

RecalI ing also the relevant decisions and the recommendations of the World Food
Conference, held at Rome from 5 to 16 November 1974; 7/

Gravely concerned at the critical food shortages currently affecting many
countries in the African region, ~ .

Recal1 ing, in particular, Economic and Social Council resolution 1980/58 of
24 July 1980 relating to the report of the World Food Council on its sixth ministerial
session, 8/

Taking into account the deep concern reflected in the relevant decisions of the
Twentieth General Conference of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations on the food situation and agriculture outlook in Africa, 9/

Recognizing that the responsibility for the development, of food and agriculture

production lies primarily with the developing countries themselves and that there Is

an increasing effort, and growing commitment by developing countries to accelerate
the development of their food and agricultural sectors,

1] See Report of the World Food Conference, Rome, 5-16 November 1974 (United Nations

publication. Sales No. E.75.I I.A.3), chap. II.

8/ See Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-fifth Session Supplement
No. 19 (A/35/19). '

9/ See Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, document C 79/REP,
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Stressing that, the current shortages demonstrate the continued vulnerability
of many countries in the region to food crises owina to, inter alia, crop failures,
drought, soil erosion, low reserves and the high level of~ post-harvest losses, "

Recognizing the role of food-sector strategies, which emerged from the World
Food Council, as a means for interested developing countries of adopting an
integrated approach for increasing food production, improving consumption and
attracting the necessary additional international resources,

Regretting that food aid has not been adequate to cope with the serious food
shortages in many African countries.

Deeply concerned at the unabated encroachment of the desert In many countries
of Africa, which has continued to accentuate the food problem on that continent,

Recognizing the useful contribution that the effective execution of the Lagos
Plan of Action for the Implementation of the Monrovia Strategy for the Economic
Development of Africa _IO/adopted on 29 April 1980 by the Assembly of Heads of State
and Government of the Organization of African Unity at its second extraordinary
session devoted to economic matters, held at Lagos on 28 and 29 April 1980. can make
to the improvement of the food situation, In particular, and to rapid over-all :
development in Africa,

' '.; '• Takes note with satisfaction of the Lagos Plan of Action for the Implementa
tion of the Monrovia Strategy for the Economic Development of Africa 11/ and in
particular, of the provisions related to food and agriculture; — '

2- Ur9es a!l +ne countries of Africa to implement, in accordance with thefr
national development programmes and priorities, measures to increase substantially
their national food and agricuIturai production; ■

3. Ca1 Is upon the international community to continue to support efforts
undertaken by African countries at the national, subregional and regional levels '
to increase food production through, inter alia, the provision, on a priority basis,
of additional financial and technical assistance to Africa by the international Fund
for Agricultural Development, the African Development Bank and the United Nations
Development Programme and an Increase in lending by the World Bank to the aqricul-
tural sector in Africa;

4* Appeals to the International community to provide urgently additional food
aid to African countries to meet the current emergency needs in the region, parti
cularly as called for by the Economic and Social Council in paraqraph 7 of its ;
resolution 1980/58;

_IO/ A/S-l 1/14, annex I.

II / See ibid., chap. I.
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■*" CalIs upon existing and new donor countries to achieve without delay the
minimum target of the Food Aid Convention, j_2/ of !0 ■ni'Iicn tons-of cereal afd

annual Iy, as we I I as the minimum target of 500,000 tons of grains for the

International Emergency Food Reserve, as agreed upon in the relevant decisions of

the General Assembly;

6. Urges Governments and the international organizations concerned to

provide the necessary technical, financial and food assistance to food security

projects in the region, especially in the countries of the Sahei and the Sudano-

Sahellan countries, in the framework of their own activities, including strengthening

the Food Security Assistance Scheme of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the

United Nations through the participation of existing and new donors;

7. Urgently appeals to the international community to offer its immediate

assistance for the effective suppression of the present upsurge of the African

migratory locust, which, if not immediately controlled, may engulf a large part

of the continent; .

8» Urges the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations to

continue to play its, leading role in the co-ordination of the iocust control efforts

in the region; . . _ :

9. Recommends that the Programme for the Control of African Animal Trypanosomlasts

and Related Development endorsed by the General Conference of the Food and Agriculture

drganization at its twentieth session in iti: resolution 8/79 of 28 November 1979^
shouId be implemented on an urgent basis under the over-alf co-ordination of that

organization and with the active financial and technical support of the international

community; r . . ■

10. Requests the Secretary-General, in consultation with the organs, organizations

and bodies of the United Nations system, to co-operate with the Organization of African

Unity in undertaking a study on the establishment of regional food trade and distribu

tion organizations in Africa and to submit-a report thereon to the General Assembly

at its thi rty-sixth session through the Economic and Social Council; .-._■■

11. Urges a I I relevant organs, organizations and bodies of the United Nations

system to intensity their activities in Africa:to assist Governments, inter a I la.

In the areas of direct government participation in food production, agricultural

processing, integrated research and extension services;

'^* Also urges the international cotpmunity to assist countries In the African

region to achieve, between 1980 and 1985, the following goals:

2/ See WFC/I980/I6, part one, para. 32. For the text of the Convention,

see TD/WHEAT.6/13.
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(a) A significant improvement in their food situation and the laying of ;the

foundations for the attainment of self-sufficiency In cereals, livestock and fish

products;

(b) Significant progress towards attaining a 50 per cent reduction in post-

harvest losses, through, inter alia,, the construction of storage facilities;

(c) An improved physical infrastructure to facilitate food distribution at

the national, subregiona! and regional levels;

(d) Greater and effective agronomic research, with special emphasis on

improved seeds and an adequate supply of fertilizers, pesticides and other chemicals

suitable for African conditions;

13. Further urges al! relevant organs, organizations and bodies of the United

Nations system to expand their training programmes in the building up of national

capabilities for the preparation^ execution, monitoring and evaluation of agriculture

development projects;

I4- Requests the Secretary-General, in consultation with the Organization of

African Unity and organs, organizations and bodies of the United Nations system,

to submit a preliminary report on the progress made in the implementation of the

present resolution to the General Assembly at its thirty-sixth session.

35/67. Science and technology for development

The Genera I Assernb I y,

RecaI Iing its resolutions 3201 (S-VI) and 3202 (S-VI) of I May 1974 containing

the Declaration and the Programme of Action on the Establishment of a New Internatlona

Economic Order, which gave prominence to the role of science and technology In

promoting the development of developing countries,

RecaI Iing aiso its resolution 34/218 of 19 December 1979, in which it endorsed .

the Vienna Programme of Action on Science and Technology for Development _[V and

decided, inter alia, to establish the Intergovernmental Committee on Science and

Technology for Development, the Centre for Science and Technology for Development,,

as a new and organizationally distinct entity Within the Secretariat, and the United

Nations Financing System for Science and Technology for Development, including the

Interim Fund for Science and Technology for Development,

13/ Report of the United Nations Conference on Science and Technology for Development,

Vienna, 20-3rAugust 1979 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.79.I.21 and

corrioenda), chap. VII.
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Taking note of Economic and Social Council resolution 1980/48 of 23 July 1980,

Having heard the statement by the Executive Director of the Centre for Science

and Technology for Development, 14/

Reaffirming paramount need for and importance of the application of science
and technology to development in establishing a new international economic order
and in carrying out the International Development Strategy for the Third United Nations

Development Decade, 15/

Reaffirming also the need to strengthen the role of the United Nations system

In the field of science and technology, .

Recognizing the role of the United Nations system in assisting developing countries
to promote their self-reliance in the field of science and technology,

1 Takes note of the report of the Intergovernmental Committee on Science and
Technology for Development on its first and second sessions, Jj>/ and endorses the
resolutions and decisions contained therein; \jf

2. Endorses the broad framework of a study of the system-wide efficiency of
the United Nations system in the field of science and technology for development, 118/
as recommended by the Intergovernmental Committee on Science and Technology for

Development In its decision 4 CI I) of 4 June 1980;

3. Recommends that all the organs, organizations and bodies concerned In the
United Nations system should support fully the Director-General ^Development and ..-
International Economic Co-operation and the Centre for Science and Technology for
Development in the formulation of the operational plan for the >^e^ a+^n °
the Vienna Programme of Action on Science and Technology for Development, as conta.ned
in resolution "l <!l) on 4 June 1980 adopted by the Intergovernmental Committee on

Science and Technology for Development;

_I4/ A/C.2/35/SR.7.

\3/ A/35/592/Add.l, para. 6.

16/ A/35/37 (Parts 1 and II); to be issued as Official Records of the General Assembly,
— Thirty-fifth Session, Supplement No. 37 (A/35/37).

\V See A/35/37 (Part I), annex i; A/35/37 (Part II), annex.

18/ A/35/184 and Add,!.
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4. Decides that the Centre for Science and Technology for Development should

be allocated the necessary resources to permit it to carry out its work programme,

as mandated by the General Assembly in its resolution 34/218 and by the Inter

governmental Committee on Science and Technology for Development In its resolution

I (I!) and other relevant resolutions;

5. Decides that in 1981 the Intergovernmental Committee on Science and Technology

for Development, shall, if necessary, ho'd its session in two parts, the first part in

May and, if the report of the Intergovernmental Group of Experts on the Financing

System for Science and Technology for Development is ready for cons(deration, the

second part late in August or early in September for not more than a week, mainly

for the purpose of considering that report.

35/68. Report of the World Food Council

The General Assembly,

RecaI Iing its resolutions 3201 (S-VI) and 3202 <S-VI> of I May 1974, containing

the Declaration and the Programme of Action on the Establishment of a New International

Economic Order, 3281 (XXIX) of 12 December 1974, containing the Charter of Economic

Rights and Duties of States, and 3362 (S-Vli) of 16 September 1975 on development and

international economic co-operation, as well as the agreed conclusions of the Committee

of the Whole Established under General Assembly Resolution 32/174 on some aspects

concerning food and agriculture, 19/

Recalling alsc its resolution 3348 (XXIX) of 17 December 1974, by which it

established the World Food Council to serve as a co-ordinating mechanism to provide

over-all Integrated and continuing aitention !o the successful co-ordination and follow-up

of policies concerning food production, nutrition, food security, food trade and food

aid, as well as other related matterc, by all organizations of the United Nations system,

Reca11 ing further tho Programme of Action to Eradicate Hunger and Malnutrition,

contained in the Manila Communique of the World Food Council, 20/ which was adopted

by the General Assembly In its resolution 32/52 of 8 December 1977, the Mexico Declaration

of the World Food Council, 21/ adopted by the Assembly in its resolution 33/90 of 15

December 1978, and Assembly resolution 34/110 of 14 December 1979 on the report of the

Council on the work of its fifth ministerial session 22/ held at Ottawa from 3 to

7 September 1979,,

19/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-fourth Session, Supplement No. 34

(A/34/34), part two, sect, i1, para. 18.

20/ Ibid., "Ihirty-second Session, Supplement No. 19 (A/32/19), part one, para. I.

21/ Ibid., Thirty-third Session, Supplement No. 19 (A/33/19 and Corr.J), part one,

para. I.

22/ Ibid., Thirty-fourth Session, Supplement No. 19 (A/34/19).
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Bearing in mind Economic and Social Council resolution 1980/58 of 24'July 1980
on the report of the World Food Council on its sixth ministerial session, 23/

Expressing its concern about the unsatisfactory progress made by the internationa
communtty towards achieving the genera! objectives of the Universal Declaration on
the Eradication of Hunger and Malnutrition, 24/ adopted by the World Food Conference
i n 19/4, *~

No+in9 +nat +ne food outlook for many developing countries in the 1980s
particularly in Africa, is even more critical than in the past, '

Noting also the growing imbalances in the world food economy,

Noting with concern the strong impact of imports of food-stuffs on the balance
of payments of food-Importing developing countries, in particular the least developed
countries, v

Reaffirming the strong commitment of the international community to overcoming
hunger and malnutrition everywhere and, in that context, the need for greater
international action to improve the production and distribution of food, particularly
in low-income countries with food deficits,

Emphasising the vital importance of increased benefits from International trade
to the developing countries in accelerating their process of development, which Is
now endangered by growing protectionist pressures,

No+'n9 tne conclusion of a new and more adequate Food Aid Convention at almost
double the level earlier achieved, although regrettably still short of the tarqet
of 10 mi I lion tons, 75/

Acknowledging with satisfaction the increasing efforts and growing commitment
■by developing countries to accelerating the development of their food and agricultural
sectors, in particular through integrated national planning,

the conclusions and recommendations adopted by the World Food Council
at its sixth ministerial session 26/ and calls upon all Governments and appropriate
InternationaI organizations to give earnest attention to their Implementation;

2- Expresses its appreciation and thanks to the Government and people of the
United Republic of Tanzania for the excellent facilities and the generous hospitality
provided to the World Food Council at its sixth ministerial session;

Ikl 'bid.-,- Thirty-fifth Session, Supplement No. 19 (A/55/19).

24/ Report of the World Food Conference, Rome, 5-16 November 1974 (United Nations
publication, Sales No. E.75.1 I.A.3), chap. I. . ■

25/ See WFC/I980/I6, part one, para. 32. For the text of the new Convention,
see TD/WHEAT.6/13.

26/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-fifth Session, Supplement No. 19
(A/35/19), part one. " ™"
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3. Urges a I 1 developing countries with food deficits to implement, in

accordance with their national development programmes and priorities, measures to

increase substantially their national food and agricultural production;

4» Recognizes that to overcome hunger and malnutrition is the common responsibility

of the international community and that immediate action should concentrate on the food

problems of those developing countries with inadequate food production^ and recognizes

further that the solution of food problems requires^ in the first instance, the

determined action of developing countries and that in this context they need the

increased support of the international community;

., -. 5., Cal Is upon all countries, particularly those with serious and growing food

import deficits, to continue to implement their food production policies and,, as

appropriate, adapt them to their circumstances and needs within the framework of

their over-all national development objectives and priorities;

1 ^" Recognizes the role of food-sector strategies, which emerged from the World

Food Council, as,a means for interested developing-countries to adopt an integrated

approach towards increasing food production, improving consumption and attracting

the necessary additional international resources;

7. Calls upon the international community to support the national efforts of

developing countries to increase their food and agricultural production by Increased

technical and capital assistance, in particular for food-sector strategies that have

already been adopted by interested developing countries, taking Into account at the

same time the fact that the existence of a food-sector strategy should not be s

pre-condition for the granting of development assistance;

8. Strongly urges developed countries, international institutions and others

able to provide development assistance to increase substantially their assistance

on concessional terms to the food sector in order to facilitate for developing

countries the achievement of the agreed target of a 4 per cent annual growth rate

in agricultural production, for which an estimated necessary element of external

assistance is $8.3 billion with $6.5 billion on concessional terms,, at 1975 prices,

as indicated in the Programme of Action to Eradicate Hunger and Malnutrition contained

in the Manila Communique of the World Food Council;

9. Commends the World Food Council's appeal to all countries and international

agencies to undertake, on a special emergency basis^ additional food assistance to

countries in Africa currently experiencing critical food shortages and commends the
prompt action taken by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

and the World Food Programme in convening a special meeting of donor countries and

development and aid institutions to review the situation with a view to undertaking

increased emergency assistance for that area;
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10. CalIs upon developed and other donor countries and international financial

Institutions to support, in recognition of their commitment to a world without hunger,

the efforts of interested developing countries to initiate or expand food-entftlement

programmes, within the context of their national plans and policies, as appropriate,

and national food strategies, and looks forward to the results of the consultations

envisaged in paragraphs 30 and 31 Of the report of vhe World Food Council on its

sixth ministerial session; 27/

!!• Expresses its concern over the increase In protectionist trade practices

that affect the economic development of the whole international community, particularly

since they reduce the export possibilities of developing countries, affect their

economic potential and reduce their capacity to import the food they need and, therefore,

urges all countries to use their best efforts to prevent the extension of protectionist

policies; ■ .

12. Calls for the immediate renewal of the Food Aid Convention on the expiry of

the current Convention, 20/ in Jufv 1981, and strongly urges that every effort should

be made both to enlist new contributors and to. increase the commitments of existing

ones, so that the Convention can be renewed by mid-1981 with a firm assurance that

10 million tons will be the absolute minimum flow of assistance, even In times of high

prices and food shortage;

l3* WeJcomes the endorsement by the World Food Council of the Initiative of

the Committee on Food Aid Policies and Programmes in proposing to examine at its

next session the proposal of the Food and Agriculture Organization that the International

Emergency Food Reserve be made the subject of a legally binding convention; 29/

'4- Stresses the urgent need for a new international wheat agreement, as mentioned

in paragraphs 37 and 38 of the report of the l','~-!d Food Council on its sixth ministerial

session; 30/

27/ Ibid., part two, chap. II, sect. A.

28/ See United Nations Wheat Conference, 1971 (United Nations publication, Sales

No. E.7I.II.D.10), annex I.

29/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-fjf_th Session, Supplement

No. 19 (A/35/19)), part one, para. 34.

30/ Ibid., part one.
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15.. Cal Is for the further exploration by the secretariat of the World Food

Council, in collaboration with the appropriate agencies^ of possible modalities

of an arrangement for a food-crisis contingency pledge, taking into account, inter a Ita,

the work of the ad hoc working group established by the Committee on World Food Security;

l6# We 1 comes the request of the World Food Council that the International

Monetary Fund should consider, within the context of its financing facilities, the

feasibility of providing additional balance--of~payments support to assist low-income,

food-deficit countries to meet increases in their food-import bills and welcomes the

decision by the Interim Committee of the International Monetary Fund to urge prompt

consideration of this matter by the Executive Board;

17. Recommends that the international community should take the necessary steps

for the immediate implementation of resolution 105 (V) of I June 1979 on international

food trade adopted by the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development; 31 /

18. Recognizes the desirability of studying measures to promote increased and

more regionally balanced food production and trade within the wider framework of

trade and its impact on the food situation of developing countries;

19. Notes with deep concern that only limited progress has been achieved towards

the solution of the long-standing problems of international trade in agricultural

products which adversely affect exports,! particularly of developing countries, and

whose solution could make an important contribution to improving over-a11 food

production in the world;

20. Recommends that the World Food Council, in accordance with its mandate,

should give1 continuing attention to the impact of food trade on levels of food

production in the world- in particular with reference to the economies of the developing

countries, using to the maximum extent possible the necessary inputs which the different

organs and organizations of the United Nations system should provide;

21. Fuliy supports the call of the World Food Council for the replenishment of

the resources of the International Fund for Agricultural Development at a level

sufficient to provide a realistic attainment of its operations, in accordance with

the recommendation of Its Governing Council. 32/

31/ See Proceedings of the United Nations Conference oh Trade and Development,

Fifth Session, vol. I, Report and Annexes (United Nations publication,

Sales No. E.79.1I.D.I4), part one, sect. A.

32/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-fifth Session, Supplement
No. 19 (A/35/19), part one, para. 21. '
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35/18. Proclamation of the International Drinking Water .Supply and

Sanitation Decade ■ : ;

The General Assembly,

Deeply concerned that a large part of the world's population does not have

reasonable access to safe and ample water supplies and that an even, larger part is

without adequate sanitation facilities, -

Concerned also that the plight of that population will not improve significantly

unless there Is a major commitment and effort on the part of Governments and of the

International community to. bring about the necessary changes,

Recalling that Habitat: United Nations Conference on Human Settlements called
on Governments to adopt programmes to provide safe drinking water for all by 1990,

If possible, 33/ . r. . ■

Recal1 ing further that in the Mar del Plata Action Plan, the United Nations Water

Conference called for the designation of the decade 1981-1990 as the International

Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade, 34/ ... ,

Noting with satisfaction the growing efforts by Governments and by intergovernmental
and non-governmental organisations, in response to that Plan, to increase the flow of
technical and financial co-operation to developing countries in water supply and

sanitation,

Recalling also Its resolution 34/191 of 18 December 1979, by which It -decided
to,hold a special one-day meeting to launch formally the International Drinking Water

Supply and Sanitation Decade, ,

Bearing In mind resolution 25, entitled "International Drinking Water Supply
and Sanitation Decade", adopted on 30 July 1980 by the World Conference of the United
Nations Decade for Women.: FquaM.ty. Development and Peace,. 35/ : .

33/ See Report of Habitat: United Nations Conference on Human Settlements, Vancouver,

— 31 May - II June 1976 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.76.IV.7 and

corrigendum), chap. I!, recommendation C.12.

34/ See Report of the United Nations Water,Conference, Mar del Piata, 14-25 March 1977
— (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.77.11.A.12 and corrigendum), chap. I,

para. 15. , . ., -

35/ Report of the World Conference of the United Nations Decade for Women: Equality,
— Development and Peace, Copenhage, 14-30 July 19BU (United Nations publication.

Sales No. E.80.IV.3), chap. I, sect. B.
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1. Proclaims the period 1931-1990 as the International Drinking Water Supply
and Sanitation Decade, during which Member States will assume a commitment to bring

about a substantial improvement In the standards and levels of services In drinking
water supply and sanitation by the year 1990;

2, CalIs upon Governments which have not yet dona so to develop the necessary
policies and set the targets to this end, to take all appropriate steps for their
implementation, to set sufficiently high priorities *or the activities concerned and
to mobilize adequate resources to achieve their targets for the Decade;

5* Ur9es Governments to strengthen, as appropriate, their institutional frameworks
for carrying out those activities, ^o mobilize the necessary technical expertise
at all levels and, in general, to heighten popular awareness and support through
education and public participation programmes;

4- Calls uP°n Governments, organs, organizations "and bodies of the United Nations
system and other intergovernmental and non-governmenta! orga.i'7a1 ior.s concerned to
continue and, if possible, to Increase |-hsir technics! and financial co-operatfon with
developing countries in order to enable tne.n to attain the targets they have set, and
to continue also their efforts to co-ordinate their activities so as to maximize the
Impact of their assistance to develop ing countries;

5' Cat Is upon the regionol commissions to review periodically, on the basis
of national reports, the progress being made by the Governments of their respective
regions in establishing national targets end carrying out programmes to attain those-
targets;

6* Decides +o review at its fortieth s-assion the progress made towards the
attainment of the Decade's naticna; and international goa!ss as outlined in the report

of the Secretary-Genera I concerning the present situation and prospects relative to
the Decade, 36/ and requests the Secretary-General, in consultation with the Administra
tive Committee on Co-ordfnarion, to prepare v. comprehensive analysis of the situation
on the basis of progress reports by Govemmei-ts and by the international organizations
concerned and to submit i+ to the G^-eral Asseiroiy at that session through the Economic
and Social CounciI.

35/57. Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States

The Genera I Assemb1y,

RecaIIing the Declaration and the Programme of Action on the Establishment of a
New International Economic Order, contained in its resolutions 3201 (S-VI) and 3202 (S-VI)
of I May 1974, and the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of Sfates contained in Its

36/ A/35/367.
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resolution 3281 (XXIX) of 12 December (974, which lafd down the foundations of the

New International Economic Order,

Bearing in mind article 34 of the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of

States and General Assembly resolution 3486 (XXX) of 12 December 1975, relating to
the review of the implementation of the Charter,

Concerned by the limited and partial progress in the attainment of the aims and

objectives established In the resolutions on the new international economic order and

in the implementation of the provisions contained in the Charter of Economic Rights

and Duties of States which are directed towards more just and equitable economic

relations and towards the structural changes needed to promote the development of.
developing countries*

Reaffirming solemnly the determination to establish a new international economic
order,

Mindfui of the great importance that the international community attaches to the

launching and successful conclusion of the round of global negotiations on international

economic co-operation for development and to the implementation of the International

Development Strategy for the Third United Nations Development Decade, 57/

Taking note of the report of the Secretary-General on the assessment of the Progress

made In the establishment of the New International Economic Order and appropriate

action for the promotion of the development of developing countries and international

economic co-operatton, 38/

I. Reaffirms the role of the Declaration and the Programme of Action on the

Establishment of a New International Economic Order and of the Charter of Economic

Rights and Duties of States as principal sources for international economic co-operation
for development;

... ?* Urges Member States, in this context, to take all appropriate measures for

the launching and successful conclusion of the round of global negotiations and the

implementation of the International Development Strategy for the Third United Nations

Development Decade;

3. Decides, in the light of the results of the negotiations on international

economic co-operation for development, to hold at its thirty-sixth session a comprehen

sive, in-depth review of the implementation of the Charter of Economic Rights and

Duties of States, as provided for in article 34 thereof.

37/ General Assembly resolution 35/56, annex.

38/ A/S-h/5 and Corr.I and Add, 1-3.
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35/58' Special action related to the particular needs and problems of land-locked
deve I op i ng countr i es ' ~—~ —

The General Assembly,

ReH^ratin£ the specific actions related to the particular needs of the land
locked developing countries stated in resolutions 63 CM!) of |0 May 1972,

Bearlngjnjn^ various other resolutions adopted by the General Assembly Its

favour o?r?and ?"V^'*' I^ °9enc?es emehas<2'n9 special and uroent measures ntavour of land-locked developing countries,

Recognizing that the lack of territorial access to the sea aooravatPd hv
remoteness and Isolation from world markets, and the great transi?"tranlport and
trans-shipment costs Impose serious constraints on theV socio-econollc de'velop^nt.

Noting with concern that the measures taken so far in favour of land-locked
developing countries and the assistance given fa!I far short of their needs

i. Reaffirms the right of land-locked developing countries to free acr<>^ tn
and from the sea and their right to freedom of transit;

2 Appeals to all States, International organizations and financial i
ions

;£E~™!s——^HS™-

~ 7fi$??ShOTA V°i* '' ReP°r+ fnd Annexes (United Nations publication,
/6.II.D.IO and corrigendum), part one, sect. A.

fini+^'M;;- ?art °xe? sec+"-A' For +he Panted text, see Proceedings of the ■
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development Fifth Session vol I ■

sl£t!Vnd MnQ^^ (Unl+ed NaTlons Publication,, Sales No. E.79.1 I !d. 14), part one,
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*• Urges also the international community and multilateral and bilateral

financial institutions to intensify efforts in raising the net flow of resources

to land-locked developing countries to help offset the adverse effects of their

disadvantageous geographical situation on their economic development efforts, in

keeping with,the over-a11 economic situation of each land-locked country;

5» Invites the transit countries to co-operate effectively with the land-locked

developing countries in harmonizing transport planning and promoting other joint

ventures in the field of transport at the regional, subregional and bilateral levels;

6. Commends the United Nations Development Programme, the United Nations Conference

on Trade and Development and other United Nations agencies for their work and the

assistance they have provided to the land-locked developing countries and invites

them to continue to take appropriate and effective measures to respond to the specific

needs of those countries; ■

7. Further Invites the International community to give financial support to

interested transit and land-locked developing countries In the construction of alternative

routes to the sea;

8» Recommends continued and intensified activities.relating to the conducting of

necessary studies and the Implementation of special actions and action programmes for

the land-locked developing countries, including those in the area of economic co-operation

among developing countries, as well as those that have .beeri envisaged In the programme

of work of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, the regional

commissions and other programmes and activities at the regional and subregional levels.

35/61. Action programme In favour of developing island countries

The General Assembly, . ..

Reiterating the programme of specific action in favour of developing Island

countries envisaged in resolution 98 (IV) of 31 May 1976 42/ and III (V) of 3 June

1979 43/ of the United:Nations Conference on Trade end Development,

Recalling its resolutions 31/156 of 21 December 1976, 32/185 of 19 December 1977

and 34/205 of 19 December 1979 and other resolutions of the United Nations relating to

the special needs and problems of developing island countries,

42/ See Proceedings of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, Fourth

Session, vol. I, Report and Annexes (United Nations publication, Sales Mo. E.76.I1

D.IO and corrigendum)-, part one, sect. A. .

43/ See TD/268, part one, sect. A. For the printed text, see Proceedings of the

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development. Fifth Session, vol. I, :

Report and Annexes (United Nations pub Iication, Sales No. E.79.1 1.D.14), part one,

sect. A. ■ ■
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35/62- .Reverse transfer of technology

The General Assembly.

In+erna+ional ;Developmen+
have so far been

»"d f inancia,. institutions

-vie. of

s±ia.

44/ General Assembly resolution 35/56,
annex
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Recal1 ing also its resolutions 32/192 of 19 December 1977 and 33/151 of 20 December

1978, entitled "Reverse transfer of technology", as well as its resolution 34/200 of

19 December 1979 on development aspects of the reverse transfer of technology,

Noting the Economic Declaration adopted by the Sixth Conference of Heads of State

or Government of Non-Aligned Countries held at Havana from 3' to 9 September 1979, 45/

Noting also the report of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development

on Its fifth session, 46/ particularly resolution 102 (V) of 30 May 1979, 47/ the

Vienna Programme of Action on Science and Technology for Development 48/ and the

resolutions and decisions of the Trade and Development Board on the reverse transfer

of technology, in particular decision 193 (XIX) of 20 October 1979 49/ and resolution

219 (XX!) of 27 September !980, 50/

Noting further the proposals made by the Group of 77 in the Arusha Programme for

Collective Self-Rel iance and Framework for Negotiations,. 5J_/adopted by the Fourth

Ministerial Meeting of the Group of 77, held at Arusha, the United Republic of Tanzania,

from 12 to 16 February 1979,

Expressing its concern regarding the adverse effects of the reverse transfer of

technology on the capacity and potential of scientific and technological development

in the developing countries and, thus, on their economic and social development.

Considering that the flow of skilled manpower from developing countries constitutes

a reverse transfer of technology,

45/ See A/34/542, annex, sect. IV.

46/ See TD/268 and Add.t. For the printed text, see Proceedings of the United Nations

Conference on Trade and Development, Fifth Session, voi. I, Report and Annexes

(United Nations publication, Sales No. E.79.II.0.14). .

47/ See TD/268, part one, sect. A. For the printed text, see Proceedings of the

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, Fifth Session, vol. V,
Report and Annexes (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.79.1 I.D.14), part one,

sect. A. . ' , . .

48/ See Report of the United Nations Conference on Science and Technology for Development,

VlehTia, 20-31 August 1979 (United Nations publication, Sales-No. E.79.I.21 and

corrigendum), chap. VII,

49/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-fourth Session, Supplement No. 15

(A/34/15 and Corr.l), vol. II, part one, annex I.

50/ lb_i_d., Thirty-fifth Session, Supplement No. 15 (A/35/15), vol. II, annex I.

51/ See TD/236. For the printed text, see Proceedings of the United Nations Conference

on Trade and Development, Fifth Session", vol. 1, Report and Annexes (United Nations

publication, Sales No. E.79.D.I4), annex VI.
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Aware that the search for solutions to the reverse transfer of technology, which
has serious economic, political and social implications for developing countries, Is
an..important concern of the international community in its efforts towards the
establishment of a. New International Economic Order,

, ; ; Convinced that the United, Nations system could play a role fn the alleviatlon
...of; -the adverse effects of the reverse transfer of technology,

'• Takes note of the progress report entitled "Establishment of an international
labour compensatory facility", 52/ prepared by the Secretary-General in accordance
with paragraph 5 of General Assembly resolution 34/200, which is to be taken Into
account as a. basis for the completion of the final report;

,,\-2. Reiterates its: request to the Secretary-General to submit to the General
Assembly, at its thirtyrsixth session the final report on this issue, to be prepared
in co-operation with t^e United Nations Conference on.Trade and Development, the
International Labour Organisation and other relevant United Nations organizations,
and to keep under continued review the co-ordination of work on the question of the
reverse transfer of; technology;. :

3. Requests the Secretary-General of the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development to continue to keep under review, as necessary, the problem of the reverse
transfer of;technology; ,...:.,.. , : .

4. Requests the Trade and Development Board, at its twenty-second session, to
conclude the consideration of recommendations on appropriate arrangements as called
for in resolution 219 (XXI) of the Trade and Development Board, including the convening
of a.group of experts to examine the feasibility of measuring human resource flows
and to report thereon to:the Genera! Assembly at Its thirty-sixth session.

35/63. Restrictive business practices. . .

The General Assembly,

Recalling its resolutions 3201 (S-V!) and 3202 (S-V!) of I May 1974, containing
the Declaration and the Programme of Action on the Establishment of a New Internationa
Economic Order, 3281 (XXIX) of 12 December 1974, containing the Charter of Economic
Rights and Duties of States, and 3362 (S-VM) of 16 September 1975 on development -
and international economic co-operation,

52/ A/35/198.
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:Reca11!ng that the United Nations Conference on Restrictive Business Practices,

convened by the General Assembly in its resolution 33/153 of 20 December 1978, held
its first session from 19 November to 3 December 1979 and, in accordance with Assembly
decision 34/447 of 19 December 1979, held a second session from 8 to 22 April 1980,

Noting with satisfaction that the Conference approved the Set of MuIt!laterally

Agreed Equitable Principles and Rules for the Control of Restrictive Business Practices
and transmitted It to the General Assembly at its thirty-fifth session, 53/ having
taken all the necessary decisions for its adoption as a resolution,

Noting, that the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, by Its:

resolution 103 (V) of 30 May 1979, 54/ requested the United Nations Conference on

Restrictive Business Practices to make recommendations through the General Assembly
to the Trade.and Development Board with regard to the institutional aspects of future

work on restrictive business practices within the framework of the United Nations

Conference on Trade and Development, bearing in mind the work done In this field

elsewhere in the United; Nations,. . '

1. Adopts the Set of Multilaterally Agreed Equitable Principles and Rules for

the Control of Restrictive Business Practices, approved by the United Nations

Conference on Restrictive Business Practices;

2. Dec Ides to convene, in 1985, under the auspices of the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development, a United Nations Conference to review all aspects
of the Set of Multilaterally Agreed Equitable Principles and Rules for the Control

of Restrictive Business Practices; ;

3. Takes note of the recommendations of . tjie United Nations Conference on Restrictive
Business Practices regarding International institutional machinery, contained In section G
of the Set of Principles and Rules and requests the Trade and Development Board, at

its twenty-second session, to establish an Intergovernmental group of experts on
restrictive business practices, operating within the framework of a committee of the
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, to perform the functions.designated

in that section;

4. Decides also that the necessary resources should be made available to-the
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development to carry out the tasks embodied

in the Set of Principles and Rules; "■'._. ,

53/ A/C.2/35/6, annex.

54/ See TD/268, part one, sect. A. For the printed text, see Proceedings of the
~~ United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, Fifth Session, vol. I,

Report and Annexes (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.79.II.D.14), part one,

sect. A.
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35/64. Special measures for the social and economic deveiopment of Africa in the 1980s

The General Assembly,

Gravely concerned at the critical condition of the economies of most African
countries in the past two decades and the gloomy prospects for their economic
development arising from the current crisis in the world economy,

Reca11ing its resolutions 3201 (S-VI) and. 3202 (S-VI) of I May 1974, containing

the Declaration and the Programme of Action on the Establishment of a New International
Economic Order, 3281 (XXIX) of 12 December 1974, containing the Charter of Economic
Rights1and' Duties of States, and 3362 (S-VII) of 16 September 1975 on development
and international economic co-operation,

Recognizing the useful contribution that the effective execution of the Lagos

Plan of Action for the Implementation of the Monrovia Strategy for the Economic

Development of Africa, 35/ adopted on 29 April 1980 by the Assembly of Heads of State
and Government of the^Organization of African Unity at its second extraordinary

session devoted to economic matters, held at Lagos on 28 and 29 April 1980, can make
to the rapid over-all social and economic development of Africa,

Noting, in particular, that successive international development strategies and
international economic negotiations have contributed only marginally to an improvement

in the economic situation of the developing countries and, particularly, to the
African continent, and that Africa remains highly vulnerable to the Instability in
the world economy,

Realizing that the African continent will benefit more If special economic measures
are adopted for its development and are executed in a co-ordinated, consistent and
sustained manner,

•• Takes note with satisfaction of the Lagos Plan of Action for the Implementation
of the Monrovia Strategy for the Economic Development of Africa;

2* Recognizes that special measures should be adopted by the international
community for the;sqci,a! and economic development of African countries, taking into

account, Inter a I fa, the contributions that the comprehensive and co-ordinated
programme of special measures called for in the Lagos Plan of Action can make;

55/ See A/S-ll/14, annex
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3. Invites the organs, organizations and bodies of the United Nations system
orCAfrr'I r-WH+h ^.^"'"t'on of African Unity and the Economic Commission'
for Africa, to indicate in a comprehensive manner in their next annl t t

^.^ Arcan Unity and the Economic Commissio
, icate in a comprehensive manner in their next annual reports to

the Economic and Soc.al Council the contributions that they can make, within their
»^%nH ^mpe!?nCe an? wi!h!n the 'Seated time-frames, to the achievement of the
aims and objectives set out in the Lagos Plan of Action;

4. Also invites the non-governmental organizations in consultative status with

lo thpXnM?^ ?+'al C°U"ciI +? submi+ to +he Secretary-General, for transmission
tJ h k k! !6C0nd re9Ular SeSsion of l982' suggestions for contributions
that they may be able to make to the Implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action;

J .^es Governments, in the context of a general increase in official development
n fl I m ?1 envisaged in the International Development Strategy for the Third
United Nations Development Decade, 56/ to take into account the need for an adequate
flow of resources for the effective implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action;

6- '"vltes the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank and the United Nations
Development Programme, as welI as other development banks or funds, actively to
consider assl-s+l-ng-in providing adequate resources which could contribute to the
implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action;

7 Requests the Secretary-General, in consultation with organs, organizations
and bodies of the United Nations system, to prepare a comprehensive interim report
for submission to the General Assembly at its thirty-sixth session regarding the steps
which have been taken to implement paragraph 3 above;

8. Requests the Secretary-General in this regard to submit to the General Assembly
at its thirty-seventh session, through the Economic and Social Council, a report on the
progress made in the implementation of the present resolution

35/66 B. Industrial Development Decade for Africa ":"

The General Assembly,

Recalling resolution 5! (XIV) adopted by the Industrial Development Board at Its
fourteenth session on 19 May 1980,

Noting Economic and Social Council resolution 1980/46 of 23 July 1980 on the
Transport and Communications Decade in Africa,

56/ Genera! Assembly resolution 35/56, annex.
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Noting also the decisions adopted by the Assembly of Heads of State and Government
of the Organization of African Unity at its second extraordinary session held at Lagos

on 28 and 29 April 1980, 57/ and by the Council of Ministers of that Organization

at its thirty-fifth ordinary session, held at Freetown from 18 to 28 June 1980, 58/
to take appropriate measures to implement the Monrovia Strategy for the economic

development of Africa, 59/

I. Proclaims the 1980s as the Industrial Development Decade for Africa;

2> Ca11s upon the United Nations Industrial Development Organization and the^

Economic Commission for Africa, tn close co-operation with the Organization of African
Unity, to formulate proposals to implement the programme for the Industrial Development

Decade for Africa and to monitor its progress;

.3- Supports the establishment of a co-ordination unit or group within, the United
Nations Industrial Development Organization fbr the Industrial Development Decade for
Africa and requests the Secretary-General to provide appropriate resources to enable
that Organization to perform its role in the preparation and implementation of the

activities of the Decade;

4- Requests the Executive Director of the United Nations Industrial Development

Organization.and the Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa to

initiate appropriate contacts with the organs, organizations and bodies of the United
Nations system in order to contribute to the success of the Industrial Development

Decade for Africa and to report on the action taken through the Industrial Development
Board, at its fifteenth session, and the Economic and Social Council, at its second

regular session of 1981, to the General Assembly at its thirty-sixth session.

35/67 A. Sc'cncG and technology for development

The General Assembly,

Recalling its resolutions 3201 CS-VI) and 3202 (S-VI) of 1 May 1974, containing
the Declaration and the Programme of Action on the Establishment of a New International
Economic Order, which gave prominence to the role of science and technology In promoting
the development of developing countries,

57/ See A/S-II/14.

58/ See A/35/463 and Corr.I, annex I.

59/ See A/34/552, annex I, resolution CM/Res. 722 (XXXIII).
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Recallinoalso its resolution 34/218 of 19 December 1979, in which it endorsed
the Vienna Programme of Action on Science and Technology for Development 60/ and
decided, inter alia, to establish the Intergovernmental Committee on Science and
Technology for Development, the Centre for Science and Technology for Development,
as a new and organizationally distinct entity within the Secretariat, and the United
Nations Financing System for Science and Technology for Development, Including the
United Nations Interim Fund for Science and Technology for Development,

Taking note of Economic and Social Council resolution 1980/48 of 23 July 1980,

Having heard the statement by the Executive Director of the Centre for Science ,

'and Technology for Development, 6\J :

Reaffirming the paramount need for and importance of the application of science
and technology to development in establishing a new International economic order and
in carrying out the International Development Strategy for the Th.rd United Nations

Development Decade9 62/

Reaffirming also the need to strengthen the role of the United Nations system In
the field of science and technology,

Recoonizinq the role of the United Nations system In assisting developing
rtet^ promote their self-reliance in the field of science and technology.

1. Takes note of the report of..the Intergovernmental Committee on Science
and Technology for Development on its first and second sessions, 63/ and endorses
the resolutions and decisions contained therein; 64/

2. Endorses the broad framework of a study of the system-wide efficiency of
the United-NatT^s system in the field of science and techno ogy or deve opment, 65/
as recommended by the Committee in its decision 4 (I I) of 4 June I960, 66/

- corrigenda), chap. VII.

61/ A/C.2/35/SR.7, paras. 7-13.

62/ General Assembly resolution 35/56, annex.

63/ A/35/37 (Parts I and I I).

64/ See A/35/37 (Part I), annex 1, and A/35/37 <Part II), annex.

65/ A/35/184 and Add.l.

66/ See A/35/37 (Part ID, annex.
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3. Recommends that all the organs', organizations and bodies concerned.in the

United Nations system should support fully the Director-General for Development and

International Economic Co-operation and the Centre for Science and Technology for

Development in the formulation of the operational plan for the Implementation of

the Vienna Programme of Action on Science and Technology for Development, as contained

In resolution I (II) adopted by the Committee on 4 June 1980; 67/

4. Decides that the Centre for Science and Technology for Development should be

allocated the necessary resources to permit It to carry out its work programme, as

mandated by the General Assembly in its resolution 34/218 and by the Committee In its

resolution I Ol) and other relevant resolutions;

5; Decides that in. 1981 the Committee shall, If necessary, hold Its session In

■two.parts, the first part, in May and, if.the report of the Intergovernmental Group of

Experts on the United Nations Financing System for Science and Technology for

Development Is ready for consideration, the second part late In August or early In

September for not more than a week, mainly for the purpose of considering that*report.

35/68. Report of the World Food Counci

•:.-.-,..!■-■: ■ ■. r ;■■" ■_■ ' ■■ ■■ ■'■:-■-. -

'": i -vthe derieral AssemSfy,"

RecalI Ing Its resolution 3201 (S-VI) and 3202.(S-VI) of I May 1974, containing

trt' and We Programme of Action on the Establishments a New International
Economic :Crrder;.328r'(^)C!X): of .12 December 1974, containing the Charter of Economic
Rl-^hfs^aritf Duties of States/ and 3362 (S-VI I) of 16 September 1975 on development and
international economic co-operation, as well as the agreed conclusions of the Committee

on the Whol^e estab11sh^d under General Assembly resolution 32/174 on some aspects

^r fborf'and agriculture, 6fr/ ' " '

RecaI I Ing a I so its resolution 3348 (XXIX) of 17 December 1974, by which It
established the World Food Council to serve as a co-ordinating mechanism to provide

over-e'l f; -tntetjra'fed and continuing attention to the successful co-ordination and.,

foMowMip aT* pblicfes concerning food production, nturltlon, food security,, food .
trade and food aid, as well as other related matters, by all organizations of the

United Nations system,

J Sae,Report of the United Nations Conference on Science and Technology for!

Development, Vienna, 20-31 August 1979 (United Nations publication, Sales

No. E.79.1.21 and corrigenda), chap. VII. --■

68/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-fourth Session, Supplement
■ No. 34 (A/34/34), part two, sect. II-, para. .18. ——
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Recalling further the Programme of Action to Eradicate Hunger and Malnutrition
contained In the Manila Communique of the World Food Council, 69/ which was adopted'
by the General Assembly In.Its resolution 32/52 of 8 December T977, the Mexico

Jf^S™!1?!] °f +he WorId Fopd Council, 70/ adopted by the Assembly In Its resolution
: 33/90 of 15 December 1978,.?.-.<! Apsonbly resolution 34/110 of 14 December 1979 on the
report of the Council on the work of its fifth ministerial session 71/ held at Ottawa
from 3 to 7 September I979? —

Bearing in mind Economic and Social Council resolution 1980/58 of 24 July 1980
-on the report of the World Food Council on its sixth ministerial session, 72/

Expressing its concern about the unsatisfactory progress made by the International
.community towards achieving the general objectives of the Universal Declaration on
the Eradication of Hunger.and-Ma I nutrition, 73/ adopted by the World Food Conference
In 1974, ..,*> ■.'.■■

Noting that-the food outlook for many developing countries in the 1980s,
particularly In Africa, Is even more critical than In the past,

Noting also the growing imbalances in the world food economy,

Noting with concern the strong impact of Imports of food-stuffs on the balance

of payments of food-importing developing countries, In particular the least developed
countries,

1 Reaffirming the strong commitment of the International community to over«o»Ing
hunger and malnutrition everywhere and, in That context, the need for greater

International action to Improve"the production and distribution of food, particularly
In low-income countries with food deficits,

Emphasizing the vital importance of increased benefits from international t»ade

to the developing countries in acceleratingthe!r process of development, which Is
now endangered by growing protectionist pressures, .

Noting the conclusion of a new., and more adequate Food Aid Convention at almost
double the level earlier achieved, although regrettably still short of the target
of 10 mi 11 ion tons, 74/

'bid.. Thirty-second session. Supplement No, 19 (A/32/19), part one, para. I,

70/ l>ld.v;Thirty-third Session, Supplement No. 19 (A/33/19 and Corr.l), part one,- para,I

11/ 'bid., Thirty-fourth Session, Supplement No. 19 (A/34/19). ... .

]2/ Ibid., Thirty-fifth Session, Supplement No. 19 (A/35/19).

22/ Report of the World Food'Conference, Rome, 5-1.6 November 1974 (United Nations
publication, Sales No. E.75.I I.A.3), chap. I.

74/ See WFC/I980/I6, part one, psra. 32. For the text of the new Convention,
see TD/WHEAT.6/13.
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hu H AcknQwledginq with satisfaction the increasing efforts and growing commitment

llrtrt ?'n9 CO+^]e\t° accelera+!n3 ^ development of their'food and agricultural
sectors, in particular through integrated national planning, 'cu.xurai

!; Wejcomes ™e conclusions and recommendations adopted by the World Food
?? ' '! <+* s.xth mm.sterial session 75/ and calls upon al! Governments and
appropriate international organizations to give earnest attention to their implementation;

,,nI+J*D -ExPresse5 jts appreciation and thanks to the Government and people of the

provtded to tip °JnrTZ/iV°r ^ fCeIlent '«'" + ■« ^ ^e generous' hospitalityprovided to the World Food Council at its sixth ministerial session;

3, Urges ail developing countries with food deficits to implement, in accordance
substln? n +h development programmes and priorities, measures to Increase
substantially their national food and agricultural production;

hliit!'^rff$ ++- + f? overcome hun9er and malnutrition is the common responsi-
tlitl *L1 f"|ernat.onal community and that immediate action should concentrate
on the food problems of those developing countries with inadequate food production

t^f/r+heP ^V^ S°'U+f f fd bI ^ l 'f°°d ProbIems re^fres, '" +he ffrlttnstan^hf/r V^ S°'U+f°n °f f°°d ProbIems re^fres, '" +he ffrlt
instance the determined, action of developing countries and that in this context
they need the increased support of the international community;

. "rt 5.; CalIs upon all countries, particularly those with serious and growing food
import deficits, to cont.nue to implement their food production policies and, as

?^P!!^ ?l T 1° +?eiP circt d d
p food production policies and, as

?h^rn!!rM ?li T 1° +?eiP circumsta^es and needs within the framework of
their over-all national development objectives and priorities;

Food LJn°9rllZT +he r?'e °V°Od'Sa:+Or strategies,, which emerged from the World
™^h + ' h - means.for 'Crested developing countries to adopt an Integrated
IhIuS Lincreasing food production, improving consumption and attracting
the necessary additional international resources;

7' Ca"s upon the international community to support the national efforts of

9Ur!^S+° ''T^ +heir f°°d and a9rI-'tural production by increased
ass,stance, in particular for food-sector strategies that have

b? !n+erest?d developing coti tki i ?
L fP , plar for foodsector strategies that

slZlime ?hVSt1hb? !hn+erest?d developing countries, taking into account at ?he
rn^il I It that the existence of a food-sector strategy should not be a pre
condition for the granting of development assistance; P

—/ -?-!-!!!A!.ReCOrds Of +he Generai ^semblv, Thirty-fifth Session, Supplement No 19
\f\/5D/\9), part one. ~~ ~ " ' LX— '■—'-
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8' Strongly urges developed countries, International Institutions and others
able to provide development assistance to increase substantially their assistance
on concessional terms to the food sector in order to facilitate for developing

countries the achievement of the agreed target of a 4 per cent annual growth rate

tn agricultural production, for which an estimated necessary element of external

assistance is $8.3 billion with $6.5 billion on concessional terms, at 1975 prices,
as indicated in the Programme of Action to Eradicate Hunger and Malnutrition contained
in the Manila Communique of the World Food Council;

9. Commends the World Food Council's appeal to all countries and international
agencies to undertake, on a special emergency basis, additional food assistance to

countries in Africa currently experiencing critical food shortages and commends the

prompt action taken by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
and the World Food Programme in convening a special meeting of donor countries and

development and aid institutions to review the situation with a view to undertaking
Increased emergency assistance for that area; .

"3* . CaI Is upon developed and other donor countries ond international financial
institutions to support, In recognition of their commitment to a world without hunger,

the efforts of interested developing countries to initiate or expand food-entitlement

programmes, within the context of their,national plans and policies, as appropriate,

and national food strategies, and looks forward to the results of the consultations

envisaged in paragraphs 30 and 31 of the report ot the World Food Council on Its sixth
ministerial session; 76/ .

1 I. Expresses its concern over, the increase in protectionist trade practices

that affect the economic development of the whole international community, particularly

since they reduce the export possibilities of developing countries, affect their
economic potential and reduce their capacity to import the food they need and,

therefore, urges all countries to use their best efforts to prevent the extension of

protectionist policies;

12. CalIs for the immediate renewal of the Food Aid Convention on the expiry

of the current Convention, 11/ in July 1981, and strongly urges that every effort

should be made both to enlist new.contributors and to increase the commitments of

existing ones, so that the Convention can be renewed by mid-198! with a firm assurance

that 10 mi 11 Ion tons wiI! be the absolute minimum flow of assistance, even In times
of high prices and food shortage; '

76/ Ibid., part two, chap. II, sect. A.

J2J See United Nations Wheat Conference, 1971 (United Nations publication, Sales
No. E.7I,II.D.10), annex 1.
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'^* We I comes the endorsement by the World Food Council of the initiative of

the Committee on Food Aid Policies and Programmes in proposing to examine at its

next session the proposal of the Food and Agriculture Organization that the Interna

tional Emergency Food Reserve be made the subject of a legally binding convention; 78/

'^* Stresses the urgent need for a new international wheat agreement, as

mentioned in paragraphs 37 and 38 of the report of the World Food Council on fts

sixth ministerial session; 79/

15. CalIs for the further exploration by the secretariat of the World Food

Council, in collaboration with the appropriate agencies, of possible modalities

of an arrangement for a food-crisis contingency pledge, taking into account, inter alia,

the work of the ad hoc working group established by the Committee on World Food Security;

l6' Welcomes the request of the World Food Council that the International

Monetary Fund should consider, within the context of its financing facilities, the

feasibility of providing additional baIance-of-payments support to assist iow-income

food-deficit countrfes to meet increases in their food-import bills and welcomes

the decision by the Interim Committee of the International Monetary Fund to urge

prompt-consideration of this matter by the Executive Board;

17. Recommends that the international community should take the necessary steps

for the immediate implementation of resolution 105 (V) of I June 1979 on international

food trade adopted by the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development; 80/

'8* Recognizes the desirability of studying measures to promote increased and

more regionally balanced food production and trade within the wider framework of

trade and its impact on the food situation of developing countries;

■.-19.. -Notes with deep concern that only limited progress has been achieved towards

the solution of the long-standing problems of international trade in agricultural

products which adversely affect exports, particularly of developing countries, and

whose solution could make an important contribution to improving overall food

production in the world;

20. Recommends that the World Food Council, in accordance with its mandate,

should give continuing attention to the impact of food trade on levels of food

production In the world, in particular with reference to the economies of the

developing countries, using to the maximum extent possible the necessary inputs

which.tha different organs and organizations of the United Nations system should

provide;

78/ ; Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-fifth Session, Supplement No. 19

(A/35/19), part one, para. 34.

79/ Ibid., part one.

80/ See Proceedings of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development,-.

Fifth Session, vol. I, Report and Annexes (United Nations publication, Sales

No. E.79.1 I.D.14), part one, sect. A.
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21. Fuilyc^or:-:, i"ho call of tho World Food Council for the replenishment
ofr\p^r*?.rs.\rccz cf ■■;■,-? v-'~— ■ --,,.;,. r!jn:j for Acrlc.iitural Development at a level

sufTiCi^:,/to -.v.i,', -_ .-;■-.:;;_. ;..; ^ s , 3 i r.>.;!! ;■ cf its operations, in accordance with
the recc;rii;ond-;tion cf i \-j ^ovcrrv.^it Council. 8i/ ■

In Africa

i.':3J =■•.."•■? v'''"-': --■-■''■ r that, cvor the last-two1 decades, the situation, of food and
agrlculvuro in /, : :c :,,-: uncsrc^^ a drastic deterioration, resulting in a decline

of food prcc'L-rr.v-i y-'}~_Sry}_l'^\ cr:<i :i reduction of average dietary standards below
essentfs! rc^:\rc::.:'::}Tf. "" " ■ "

]B^S?Jilr:.'" ;:; r^r^'ji-Icr? 3201 (S-Vii) and 3202 (S-VI) of I May 1974, containing
•the DecSor^vi-::". -.rv' -;i;.2 Pr-.^ro.^T" cA Action on the Establishment of a New International

Economic Orc-i..-, ':1:>\ (.-':/A:o ct R D^arber 1974, containing the Charter of Economic

Rights Dnci ^■ri:_" v Tir.:. rr l/i:1 3^C;? (S-VM) of 16 September 1975 on development and

R^C'^iJ^ijK; ck'i.tho rc;«S'.'..':it drc'clons arid, the recommendations of the World Food

Conference, T.'r.T<I">i' i^:"o fro^i 5 to io !\ovfm:;er 1974, 82/

.(Lr.Jr-v..:iJ.y ^.ncerr!t'--^ '-'■" c'--' *-i"i i'iciM ycoo si-.urtBges currently affecting many countries
in tho Avrrrc"-:( r"{:.!r"i".7

f^C£ij_ij;o, ;.i [o:7iry:;-r, ^ccnr^ic arid Social Cone I I resolution 1980/58 of 24 July

1980 re!^t1'ri5 V- v;\- joror-^ o? -V^ Worid Food Courc! ! on its sixth ministerial
sessk;.; ." '/ .. .

l£!lLClJ.ri"!"^.Jv;0{*Mt:^ '''''■' -'' ' "• f-"r'"-^rr, rp.f !^c!"J :n t!^ relevant decisions of the
Twentiot.i o;j _.^! Co r; ,;■.,.■>..■■ .. ■:-<.• i \: ^l anc" Ac,r;cu i Ture Organization of the United

Nationc- on vlr.-. fco': :;;t'.:Ti-i-:n c^.J -^ricuiture outlook In'Africa, 84/

L^gLi^-9iil?.gi'-.'''h3.. ^.3.n?r?' Assembly, Thirty-fifth Session, Supplement No.. 19

52/ .s_s.g-J^^'*J:-^i J!'" ^"^ rnod Ccnf-jngpce, Rome,. 5-16 November 1974 (United Nations
nubl icu""i o":» C>:rl::;l.j. E.75I i I .nTS), chap. II.

83/ Seo Off_j_oii.) Q";c2Lir_£_i ll'^. ^?n'-'"'j' Assembly, Thirty-fifth Session, Supplement
Ko^T^ CA/TJ/;'ll!;3.

84/ Sen Foc-4 rivd A^ri.cul!-i;.o C; c-:r, !;-.rr I or, of the United Nations, document C 79/REP.
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Recognizing that the responsibility for the development of food and agricultural
produc+lon Iies primarily with the developing countries themselves and that there is
an increasing effort and growing commitment by developing countries to accelerate the

development of their food and agricultural sectors,

Stressing that the current shortages demonstrate the continued vulnerability of

many countries" in the region to food crises owing to, inter alia, crop failures,
drought, soil erosion, low reserves and the high level of post-harvest losses,

Recognizing the role of food sector strategies, which emerged from the World Food

Council, as a means for interested developing countries of adopting an integrated
approach for increasing food production, improving consumption and attracting the

necessary additional international resources, :

Regretting that food aid has not been adequate to cope with the serious food

shortages In many African countries,

■Deeply concerned at the unabated encroachment of the desert in many countries of

.Africa, wh.ich has continued to accentuate the food problem on that continent,

Recognizing the useful contribution that the effective execution of the Lagos

Plan oTAction for the Implementationof the Monrovia Strategy for the Economic

Development of,Africa 85/ adopted on 29 ApriI l980by..the Assembly of Heads of State
and Governmentof the Organization of African Unityraf, tts second extraordinary

session devoted to economic matters, held at Lagos on 28 and 29 April 1980, can make
to the Improvement of the food situation, in particular, to the rapid over-all

development In Africa,

!• -Takes note with satisfaction of. the Lagos Plan of Action for the Implementation
of the Monrovia Strategy-for the Economic Development ;of Africa 86/ and, in particular,

of the provisions related to food and agriculture;

85/ A/S-11/14, annex I.

86/ See ibid,,-, chap. I.
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2- Urges all the countries of Africa to implement, In accordance with their
national development programmes and priorities:, measures to increase substantially
their national food and agricultural production; .■"■■..

5* CalIs upon the international community to continue to support efforts ' *
undertaken by African countries at the national, subregionai and regional levels

to increase food production through, inter a Iia> the provision, on a priority basis,
of additional financial and technical"assistance to Africa by the international Fund -
for Agricultural Development, the African Development Bank and the United Nations- .■■■
Development Programme and an increase in lending by the World Bank to the agricultural
sector in Africa;

4* Appeals to the international community to provide urgently additiona.1 food,
aid to African countries to meet the current emergency needs in the regton, particularly
as called for by the Economic and Social Council in paragraph 7 of its resolution
1980/58;

5» CaI Is upon existing and new donor countries to achieve without dealy the
minimum target of the Food Aid Convention, 87/ of 10 million tons of cereal aid

annually, as well as the minimum target of 500,000 tons of grains for the International

Emergency Food Reserve, as agreed upon in the relevant decisions of the General Assembely;

6< Urges Governments and the International organizations concerned to provide
the necessary technical, financial and food assistance to food security projects In

the region, especially in the countries of the Sahel and the Sudano-SahelIan countries,
In the framework of their own activities, including strengthening the Food Sec nifty
Assistance Scheme of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations through
the participation of existing and new donors;

7- Urgently appeals to the international community to offer, its Immediate assistance
for theeffectjve suppression of the present upsurge of .the African migratory locust,
which,' if not immediately controlled, may engulr a large part of the continent;

8* Urges the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations to continue
to play its leading role in the co-ordination of the locust control efforts in the region;

87/ See WFC/1980/16, part one, para. 32. For the text of the Convention, see
TD/WHEAT.6/13.
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9. Recommends that the Programme for the Control of African Animal Trypanosomiasis
and Related Development, endorsed by the General Conference of the Food and Agriculture
Organization at its twentieth session in its resolution 8/79 of 28 November 1979, should
be implemented on an urgent basis under the over-all co-ordination of that organization
and with the.active financial and technical support of the international community;

l0- Requests the Secretary-General, in consultation with the organs, organizations
and bodies of the United Nations system, to co-operate with the Organization of African
Unity in undertaking a study on the establishment of regional food trade and distribution
organizations in Africa and to submit a report thereon to the General Assembly at Its
thirty-sixth session through the Economic and Social Council;

'U Urges a I I relevant organs, organizations and bodies of the United Nations
system to intensify their activities in Africa, to assist Governments; inter a I fa, in
the areas of direct government participation En food production, agricultural processing,
integrated research and extension services;

12. Also urges the international community to assist countries in the African
region to achieve, between 1980 and 1985, the following goals:

(a) A significant improvement in their food situation and the laying of the
foundations for the attainment of self-sufficiency in cereals, livestock and fish
products;

^ Significant progress towards attaining a 50 per cent reduction In post-harvest
losses, through, inter alia, the construction of storage facilities;

(c) An improved physical infrastructure to/facilitate food distribution at the
national, subregional and regional levels;

Cd)■ Greater and effective agronomic research, with special emphasis on improved
seeds and an adequate supply of fertilizers, pesticides and other chemicals suitable
for African conditions;

13. Further urges al! relevant organs, organizations and bodies of, the United
Nations system to expand their training programmes In the buidling up of national

capabilities for the preparation, execution, monitoring and evaluation of agricultural
development projects;

14. Requests the Secretary-General, in consultation with the Organization of
African Unity and organs, organizations and bodies of the United Nations system, to
submit a preliminary report on the progress made in the implementation of the present
resolution to the General Assembly at its thirty-sixth session.
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35/70. World Food Day

The General Assembly,

Considering that food is a requisite for human survival and weM-beinq and a
fundamental human necessity, M

_l. Welcomes the observance of a World-. Food Day, to be held for the first time
on;l6 October 1981 and annually thereafter as unanimously decided by the Conference
of the Food and Agriculture Organization .of. the United Nations at its twentieth
session, in its resolution 1/79 of 28 November 1979;

?• Ur^es Governments and national, regional and international organizations to
contribute to the effective commemoration of World Food Day to the greatest possible
.extent. : r

35/72- Implementation fn the Sudano-Sahetian region of the Plan of Action to
Combat Desertification ' * ~—■

The General Assembly,

Recalling its resolutions 32/170 of 10 December 1977, 32/(72 of 19 December 1977
33/88 and 33/89 of 15 December 1978 and 34/J84, 34/185 and 34/187 of 18 December 1979*

RecaI Ii ng a I so section II of Economic and Social Council resolution 1978/37 of
21 July 1978 and Council resolutions 1979/51 of 2.August 1979 and 1980/52 of 23 July 1980,

Not'n9 decision 8/17 of 29 April 1980 of the Governing Council of the United
Nations Environment Programme 88/ and decision 80/45 of 30 June 1980 of the Governing
Council of the United Nations Development Programme, 89/

Having considered:

(a_> The report of the Governing CounciI of the United Nations Environment
Programme on the implementation in the Sudano-Sahelian region of the Plan of Action
to Combat Desertification, 90/

(b) The report of the Secretary-Genera! on the restoration and improvement of
the Fouta-DjalIon massif, 91/ ' .

M/ See Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-fifth Session, Supplement
No. ib (A/55/Z5), annex I. "~ ^

89/ See Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, 1980, Supplement No. 12
(E/I&KV^/Rev.l), chap. XI. ~~~~

90/ A/35/411, annex, sect. III.

91/ A/35/368.
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Reiterating its concern over the particular seriousness of desertification in

the Sudano-Sahelian region and the severe effects on the region's economic and social

development and on the way of life of its population, as well as the need for the

implementation in the region of the Plan of Action to Combat Desertification on an

Intensified and sustained basis,

'• Takes note of the report of the Governing Council of the United Nations
Environment Programme en the implementation of the Plan of Action to Combat Desertifica

tion In the Sudano-Sahelian region and the report of the Secretary-General on the

restoration and improvement of the Fouta-DjalIon massif;

2. Takes note with satisfaction of the progress made by the United Nations

Sudano-Sahelian Office in assisting the Governments of the region under a joint

venture, of the United Nations Environment Programme and the United Nations Development
Programme, in Implementing the Plan of Action;

3. Commends the Executive Director of the United Nations Environment Programme

and the Administrator of the United Nations Development Programme for the effective

and co-ordinated manner in which they have continued to support the joint venture;

4. Notes with satisfaction the addition of Djibouti, Guinea and Guinea-Bissau

to the list of countries to be assisted by the United Nations Sudano-Sahelian Office

in their efforts to implement the Plan of Action to Combat Desertification, and the

inclusion of the pilot project for the improvement and restoration of the Fouta-

Djal Ion massif withjn the programme of action against desertification of the United
Nations Environment Programme;

5. Invites the Governing CouncI I of the United Nations Environment Programme

to examine at Its next session the possibility of including Benin in the list of

countries which receive assistance, through the United Nations Sudano-SahelIan Office,

in Implementing in the Sudano-Sanelian region the Pian of Action to Combat Desertification

and to report on this matter to the General Assembly at its thirty-sixth session;

6. Also notes with satisfaction the decisions of the Governing Council of the

United Nations Environment Programme and the Governing Council of the United Nations

Development Programme to expand and strengthen their support to the joint venture

and invites them to continue their support so that the United Nations Sudano-Sahefian

Office may carry out its expanded responsibilities at a level commensurate with the
pressing needs of the region;

7- Urges a'l Governments, organizations of the United Nations system and other

intergovernmental bodies, private organizations and individuals to respond favourably,

bilaterally or through the United Nations Sudano-Sahelian Office or any other inter

mediary, to requests from the Governments concerned of the region for assistance In
combating desertification;

8> We I comes in this regard the inclusion of the Unitod Nations Sudano-Sahelian

Office in the United Nations pledginn Conference for Development Activities and urges

all Governments and donor organizations to consider contributing to the United Nations
Trust Fund for Sudano-Sehelian Activities;
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r9- Requests the Governing Counci! of the United Nations Environment Programme

GeherarAsselb reP° an™ally> +hrou9h +he Economic and Social Council, to the

35/73- Implementation of the Plan of Action to Combat Desertification

The General Assembly,

Recalling its resolution 32/172 of 19 December 1977, in which it approved the

\918 «A/tf °Tw!alCaIf?o' %■' ^solutions 33/88 and 33/89 of 15 December
H^3;^ <™> *»'"* with various aspects

Taking note of the relevant sections of the report of the Governing. Council of the
ahI^'T-1 Programme on its eighth session 93/ and Its decision 8/17

of 29 April 1980 on the implementation of the Plan of ActloTTto Combat Desertification,

Having considere_d the report of the Governing Council of the. United Nations
EnvironmentJVogramme on the implementation of the Plan of Action to Combat
Desertification, 94/ the report on financing the Plan of Action, prepared by the
Secretary-General In consultation with the Governing Council, 95/ the study on the
same subject prepared by a group of high-level specialists In International financing
convened by the Executive Director of the Programme, as called for in General Assembly
resolution 34/184, 96/ and the report of the Secretary-General on the Implementation
of Assernb y resolution 34/185, concerning the restoration and improvement of the
Fouta-Djalton massif, 97/ :

92/ A/CONF.74/36, cha>. I.

—7 See Offic'a' Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-fifth Session, Supplement
No. 25 (A/35/25). ~ ~ —: ' ! ^

94/ A/35/411, annex. ' "

95/ A/35/396.

96/ Ibid., annex.

97/ A/35/368.
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I; Notes wfth concern the -findings of the analysis made by the Administrative

Committee" on-Co-ordination and the Governing Council of the United Natrons Environment

Programme 98/ of the constraints on the implementation of the Plan of Action to

Combat Desertification, particularly the problem of Insufficient financing and the

Increasing demands on the scarce resources of countries suffering from desertification;

2. Takes note with satisfaction of the decision by the Governing Council of the

United Nations Environment Programme to include pilot projects for the development

and restoration of the Fouta-DjatIon massif in the programme to combat decertification,

In accordance with General Assembly resolution 34/185, and of the Initiatives taken

by" the Executive Director of the Programme for the Implementation of these projects;

3. Expresses Its satisfaction for the initiatives taken by the United Nations

Environment Programme in seeking to overcome those constraints through its co-ordinating

and. catalytic role in the United Nations system, its role In seeking additional means

and measures for financing the Plan of Action to Combat Desertification, the convening

by Its Executive Director of the Consultative Group for Desertification Control, and

efforts by the United. N.at ions Sudano-^ajiel Ian. Office, on its behalf and as a joint

venture with the Programme, in combating desertifi.catjon In the Sudarv^vSalVelian region,

and Invites th.@' organs, organizations and bodies of the United Nations sysfem-'fb,

..extend, the! r. .ful I co-operation to the Programme in its task of ensuring the Implementation

of. the. P.Ian of Acttbn: to-Combat Desertif ication;,: . . . ,'~

4* Invites the Governments of countries affected by desertification to continue

to give, prjorjty, as far as possible, to desertification-control projects in their

..development plans, and. In their requests for mu I ti lateral and. bl lateral financial, support;

5. Strongly appeals to international financial institutions, multUateraJ.., ,

financial institutions and Governments of industrialized countries, and of the developing

countries in a position to do so, to give their financial support and contribute

generously to the Special Account, with a view to enhancing the Implementation of the

Plan of Action to Combat Desertification; :..._.

6. Urges the Consultative Group for Desertification Control to develop Its work

further, in order to ensure the availability of the financial resources required for

the Implementation, of the projects supported by it; .. . ..

.,.,.'. .7^ -". Takes npfr'e of. the report of the Secretary-General and the study, annexed
thereto o-f- the high-level group of experts on additional measures for financing the

Plan of Action to Combat Desertification;

5* Requests the Secretary-Genera! to draw the attention of donor Governments

and international ''organizations concerned to the continuous threat of desert encroachment

and to the meagre resources available for combating desertification and further requests

him to mobilize the international community with a view to implementing speedily the

Plan of Action to Combat Desertification;

98/ See A/35/411, annex, sect. IV.
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^* Also requests the Secretary-General:

; Ca) To prepare, in consultation with the United Nations Environment Programme

arid with the assistance of similar groups of experts on the subjects concerned^ to

be-convened by the Executive Director of the Programme:

■■: .(i). Feaslbi I Ity studies and concrete recommendations for the implementation

of the additional means of financing deemed practicable by the Secretary-

>.■■ -.,... General, including those providing for a predictable flow of■■. f umis;

:■••■ ;;(it): The detailed modalities of obtaining resources on a concessionary basis;

.^- M;if>oA full feasibility study and working plan for "the1 establishment of an.'-'

independent operational financial corporation for the financing of

c :■.".■/ r . ; desentif icat^on projiects;-' " '■ '-"•■■ ■■■:^ ■ :::■■ ■'. ■ ■■: /'JwiJ^i\\-s-:'■}■'.}'::'. •■

.. ■ ' .©" T°■ xMpo:rf on the results' qf.the above-mentioned studies^ to the, General. Assembly
at Its thfrty-sjxth session; ., , ' - . . ... ';,. ..'.'. '■■'.-/. " •. ■...

10, . Ca I Is upon the UnitedMi»tio^s Environment Programme,- In Its co-ordinating

and ca+aiy+-fc role, to institute, in co-operation .with the organs,-organizations, and

bodies of the United Nations system, specific programmes of research and training

a+ the national, regional and international levels, and to invite private foundations

and other grant-making institutions to co-operate financially and technically In the

Implementation.of those programmes; . . ...

■ 11■. Requests the Governing Council of the United Nations. Environment.Programme

to continue to report to the General Assembly, through the Economic and Social Council,
every other year on the,over-all implementation of.the.Plan of Action to Combat

DeserMfication. ■■■■■' ■■■""-..,.

35/74. International co-operation in the field of the environment

.the General Assembly, . . ".[ ".■.■.

Having considered the report of the Governing Council of the United Nations

Environment Programme on the work of its eighth session 99J and,..the proposals of

the High-level Expert Group on.interrelations on +he interrelationships between
popaiation; resources, environment and development, annexed thereto,100/

99/ Official Records of the General Assembly/ Thirty-frIfth Session, Supplement
No.; 25 <A/55/25). , v ~~ ~ . ■ • ■-;■■ ,■ ■ .-•■■■ ', ~

100/ Ibid., annex I I. :: .
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Taking into account the note by the Secretary-General ori international conventions

and protocols in the field of the environment, 101/

Nothi£ Economic and Social Council resolution 1980/49 of 23 July 1980 concerning

international co-operation in the field of the environment,

Reaffirming Economic and Social Council resolution 1980/49 of 23 July 1980, in

which the Council reaffirmed that environmental considerations should be viewed In

the context of national plans and priorities and the development objectives of all

countries, in particular the developing countries,

Having in mind the importance which the International Development Strategy attaches

to art ecologically sustainable development process, for the Third United Nations

Development Decade, 102/

'• Takes note of the report of the Governing Council of the United Nations

Environment Programme on the work of Its eighth session 103/ and the decisions

included therein; '

2. Takes note with appreciation of the efforts- and progress made in the development

of a broad System-wide Medium-term Environment Programme and a perspective document; 104/

5* Requests a)I organs, organizations and bodies withfn the United Nations

system, to continue to co-operate with the United Nations Environment Programme In

the preparation of the System-wide Medium-term Environment Programme and the perspective
document;

4. Requests the Governing Council of the United Nations Environment Frogramme

to take Into consideration in Its programme activities the provisions of the new

International Development Strategy of the Third United Nations Development Decade

and, through its co-ordinattng and catalytic role, to continue to promote the concept

of sustainable ecological development, in particular through the promotion and further
elaboration of ways and means for the integration of environmental concerns in

development programmes and projects;

5< Endorses the recommendations of the Governing Council of the United Nations

Environment. Programme on the work of the United Nations system on Interrelationships

between' resources, environment, people and development, as they appear In the annex

to its report on the work of its eighth session, as well as those put forward by the

Economic and.Soc.ial Council in its resolution 1980/49 of 23 July 1980, and requests

the Secretary-General to take the requisite steps for their implementation;

101/ A/35/359.

J02/ A/35/592/Add.l, para. 6.

103/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-fifth Session, Supplement
No. 25 (A/35/25). '

104/ tbid., paras. 172 and 173.
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l1^^™: iTZlZ' VT'^'tT'""""^!'"on

prepara+ion of +ha+

"i- ?fron9'y aPPeals +o a'I Governments to make everv effort to

at!?I Scoh I 9e +° reP°r+ +he— Jo theicono^c anat its second regular session of 1981-

'and invi+es
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14. Decides that at the session of a special character the Governing Council

should review the major achievements in the implementation of the Stockholm Action

Plan for the Human Environment 105/ and make recommendations with respect to the

major environmental trends to be addressed by the Unfted Nations Environment

Programme over the forthcoming 10 years;

15. Invites the Executive Director of the United Nations Environment Programme,

in consultation with Governments, to proceed with the preparation of the above-

mentioned session and to present to the Governing Council, at its ninth session, a

comprehensive report on all matters relevant to the organization, agenda and financial

Implications of the session, including proposals as to the dates and venue of the

two sessions.

35/76. Strengthening of human settlements activities

The General Assembly,

RecalI ing its resolution 34/116 of 14 December 1979 on the strengthening of human

settlements activities;,

Recalling also Economic and Social Council resolutions 1224 (XIII) of 6 June 1967

and 1670 (LIU of I June 1972 concerning the improvement and upgrading of living and

environmental-conditions in the squatter settlements and slums of urban and rural areas.

Recognizing that one of the most urgent needs in developing countries is to

upgrade the living and working conditions of low-income and disadvantaged groups In

both rural and urban areas,

-Reaffirming that adequate shelter and services are a basic human right, as

proclaimed in the Vancouver Declaration on Human Settlements, 1976, 106/ and that,

In striving to uphold this right, priority must be given to the needs of the poor,

the homeless and the most vulnerable groups of society,

Noting with concern that, in the years that have elapsed since the convening

of Habitat: United Nations Conference on Human Settlements in I976S the conditions

of human settlements in developing countries have, by and large, worsened, particularly

in the urban areas, where the growth of slums and squatter settlements has continued

unabated, in the midst of poverty,:squalor, overcrowding and human degradation-,

Noting also that an increasing number of Governments are committed to upgrading

low-Income urban settlements and to improving the quality of life in rural areas and

that, although some progress has been achieved in these directions, much remains to

be accbmplished.

105/ See Report of the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment, Stockholm,

5-16 June 1972 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.73.1 I.A.14 and

corrigendum), chap. II.

106/ Report of Habitat: United Nations Conference on Human Settlements^, Vancouver,

71 May - II June 1976 (United Nations publication. Sales No. E.76.IV.7 and

corrigendum), chap. I.
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Recognizing that it is necessary to translate the recommendations of Habitat-
Um+ed Nations Conference on Human Settlements into action-ortented programmes and
thereby renew the spirit and sense of purpose proclaimed at the Conference,

Recognizing also that the provision of housing, infrastructure and services
can constitute a major instrument and thrust for combating poverty, improving the
environmental conditions and quality of life, increasing productivity, generating
employment and income, and extending the fruits of economic progress to the poor and
the needy.

Noting with satisfaction that the Commission on Human Settlements, at. its third
session, especially reviewed, as selected themes of importance, the upgrading of
urban slums and squatter settlements and the development of rural settlements and
growth centres, and requested the Executive Director of the United Nations Centre
for Human Settlements (Habitat), to continue to give high priority to these two subjects
within the work programme and the medium-term plan of the Centre and to assist developing
countries in related practical programmes and pilot demonstration projacts, 107/

Considering that the international community should take concrete steps to
..support the efforts of the developing countries to improve living conditions in both
their urban and their rural sectors, especially for the benefit of "underprivileged
groups,

'* , Mr9£S Member States, within the framework of their national plans and
priorities, to strengthen their policies regarding human settlements and to undertake
concrete action-oriented programmes to implement the recommendations adopted by Habitat:
United Nations Conference on Human Settlements, with special emphasis on the provision
of adequate shelter, infrastructure and services to the people living in squatter
settlements and slums of urban and rural areas;

2- Calls upon the Commission on Human Settlements and the United Nations Centre
for Human Settlements.(Habitat) to provide alt possible support to Member States in
the implementation of the above-mentioned programmes;

3. Expresses the view that an international year devoted to the problems of

homeless people in urban and rural areas in the developing countries could be an

appropriate occasion to focus the attention of the international community on those
problems;

4, Requests the Executive Director of the United Nations Centre for Human
Settlements to report, after appropriate consultations with Governments, to the

Economic and Social Council, through the Commission on Human Settlements at its fourth
session, on the implications of declaring an international year, which would be committed

See Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-fifth Session, Supplement
No. 8 (A/35/8), annex I, decisions V\i and 3/(4. :
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to homes for the poor and the homeless and would focus world-wide attention on the
rehabilitation"of"the shanty-dweller, taking into account the guidelines for future
international years adopted by the Council in its resolution 1980/67 of 25 July 1980
and approved by the General Assembly in decision 35/424 of 5 December 1980, and In
accordance also with the goals and objectives of the International Development
Strategy for the Third United Nations Development Decade 108/ in the social field;

5. Requests the Commission on Human Settlements to review the above-mentioned
report at" its fourth session and to transmit it, with the Commission's comments,
to the Economic and Social Council for consideration at its second regular session
of 193!, taking into account the guidelines referred to in paragraph 4 above.

35/77, ;Human Settlements ""."■■?

The General Assembly,. ■

: Recalling its resolutions 32/162 of 19 December I9?7 on institutional arrangements
for international co-operation in the field of human settlements^and 34/116 of
14 December 1979 on the strengthening of human settlements activities,

Recalling also its resolutions 3201 C3-VI) and 3202 CS-VI) of 1 May 1974,
contain ing the Declaration and the Programme of Action on the Establishment of a
New International Economic Order, 3281 (XXIX5 of 12 December 1974, containing the
Charter of Economic,Rights and Duties of States, and 3362 (S-VII) of 16 September
I97§ ondevelopment and international economic co-operation,

Taking note of.Economic and Social CounciI resolution 1900/47 of 23 July 1980
on1* international co-operation in the field of human settlements,

;AfftrmIng that the development of human settlements should be viewed In the
context of national plans and priorities and the development objectives of all
countries, in particular the developing countries,

Recognizing.that the Commission on Human Settlements has addressed itself
meaningfully-to~substantive Issues In the field of human settlements, which are of
priority concern to Member States, particularly to developing countries,

108/ A/35/592/Add.l, para. 6.
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Reaffirming the need to ^nhp-^ +hf» pff^+i-^-r-^ ^m •

of the United Nations Centre for Humanie^Ie^nt^iHlb^at;:^" +he

of

Iath1rdOsessL+"e "^ °f +he CommIssion on Human Settlements on the workof ftIth1rdsessL

35/78* Effective mobilization and integration of women in development

The General Assembly,

Reca1 IS ng its resolutions 3201 (S-VI) and 3202

l979 on +he effec+ive

+he ef fec+ive ■
Bearing in mind the International Developinent" Stra+egy for the Third

Nations Development Decade, III/

United
Sr^ thS r?Ievf1n+ commendations made by the World Conferenceof the
ions Decade top Wo hld t C
Sr^ S ?f1 y the World Conferenceof the
ons Decade top Women, held at Copenhagen from 14 to 30 July 1980 on the

^^f— *~" r'-+rrf full ^£ IT

— °ff]t]a,l/;tCjOrdS °f the General Assembly, Thirty-fifth Session, Supplement

110/ A/35/82.

Ml/ A/35/592/Add.l, para. 6.

112/ See Report of the World Conference of the United Nations ner^dP inr
Equality, Development and Peace, Copenhagen. 14 to 30 July IQRO nin
Nations publication, Sales No. E.80.IV.3), chap. I.
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Reiterating that accelerated development requires the real and effective

participation of women and men in all aspects of the development process,

Noting with satisfaction resolution I on women and industrialization, adopted

on 9 February 1980 by the Third General Conference of the United Nations Industrial

Development Organization, I 15/

'* Welcomes the inclusion in the International Development Strategy for the

Third United Nations Development Decade of special provisions relating to the

integration of women in over-all development, in particular the need for all countries

to pursue the objective of securing women's equal participation both as agents and

as beneficiaries in all sectors and at all levels of the development process;

2* Endorses resolution i on women and industrialization, adopted by the Third

General Conference of the United Nations industrial Development Organization as an

important contribution towards the advancement of women and requests the Secretary-

General to transmit to the General Assembly at its thirty-sixth session the report

of the Executive Director of that organization referred to in the resolution;

3. Requests the Secretary-General to ensure that the review and appraisal of

progress made in implementing the recommendations related to the mobilization of

women in development of the World Plan of Action for the Implementation of the Objectives

of the International Women's Year H47 and the Programme of Action for the second

half of the United Nations Decade "for Women 115/ fs made part of the review and appraisal
of progress made In the implementation of the international Development Strategy for the

Third United Nations Development Decade;

4. CalIs upon a I I organs, organizations and bodies of the United Nations system

to give sustained attention to the integration of women in the formulation, design

and Implementation of development projects and programmes, in the context of the

implementation of the International Development Strategy for the Third United Nations

Development Decade;

5« Ca!Is upon alI Governments, regional commissions and other organs, organizations

and bodies of the United Nations system to make every effort to implement the recommenda

tions and resolutions'of the World Conference of the United Nations Decade for Women
related to the Integration of women in the development process;

113/ See Report of the Third General Conference of the United Nations Industrial

Development Organization, New Delhi, India, 21 January - 9 February 1980

(ID/CONF.4/22 and Corr.I), chap. IV, sect. B.

114/ Report of the World Conference of the International Women's Year, Mexico City,
19 June - 2 July 1975 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.76.IV.I), part one,

chap. I I, sect. A.

115/ Report of the World Conference of the United Nations Decade for Women: Equality,
Development and Peace, Copenhagen" 14 to 30 July 1980 (United Nations publication.

Sales No. E.80.IV.3), chap. I, sect. A.
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so'al si+^^n of wo^n;fOO& ^'^ ^ '"d«^la! Iza+.on. on the economic and

fi ^«=s=S^H?otH~P=
|°- Further request; the Secretary-General to prepare a co,,,oreh*nsive and

detailed om-:,ne tor an interdisciplinary and rauIttsectoral world'survey on the -ole

of Z^r^fl-JeVel°Znn' ^9 'nt° aCCCUn+ th9 -'evantSre^°nda tonsof the World Conference of the Urn red Nations uacaae for Women, as wel, as the results

35/82, j^todJjaTlons..Special Fund fo^j^gHockadJj^^

The General Assembly.

Recalling its resolution 31/177 of 21 December 1976, by which it approved
stature of the United Nations SpeciaI Fund for Land Joeked Developing,Coupe

noteof resolution 123 (V) of 3 June 1979 of the United Notions Conference

:OPme+ "T deTiOn QC/21 °f 26 J"ne ;580 of the Governing Co net6
^ ) of 3 June 1979 of the United Notions Confere

o til H M:rOPmen+ "T deTiOn QC/21 °f 26 J"ne ;580 of the Governing Co netor ,he United Nations Development Programme,
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-GonvTriced that access to the world market at the least possible cost Is an

integral part of meaningful economic development of land-iocked developing countries,

Bearing in mind that the majority of countries classified as least developed

are land-locked developing countries,

Expressing, deep concern at the very low level of contributions for 1980 announced

at the 1979 United Nations Pledging Conference for Development Activities, U6f .

Noting that, according to the report of the Secretary-General prepared in response

to General Assembly resolution 34/207 of 19 December 1979, contributions to the Fund
must Increase significantly if it is to be effective in meeting the large requirements

for reducing the real costs of transit for land-locked developing countries, 117/

Noting further that the demands for assistance from the Fund are additional to,

and generally different from the types of activities financed from other sources of

the:United Nations system,

y* Urges all Member States to give due consideration to the special constraints

affecting the economic and social development of land-locked developing countries;

2. Appeals to all countries to review their position with respect to the United
Nations Special Fund for Land-locked Developing Countries and to give serious consideration
to having representatives of land-locked developing countries as members of the Board of

Governors of the Fund;

3. Further appeals to all Member States, in particular developed countries,

international organizations and multilateral financial institutions to contribute

generously to the Fund at the 1980 United Nations Pledging Conference for Development

Activities;

4. Requests the Administrator of the United Nations Development Programme, in

consultation with the Secretary-Genera\ of the United Nations Conference on Trade

and Development and with other related institutions to pursue action in favour of

land-locked developing countries within the framework of the interim arrangements,
taking into account that each country concerned should receive appropriate technical

and financial assistance.

l_l£/ See A/CONF.98/SR.2. .

117/ A/S-ll/5 and Corr.l, annex, para. 308.
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/15

35/86. |m[

The_GeneraI Assembly.

3512 (XXX) of 15 December ,975
'977 33/,33 of ,9 December'!9V

n of 3 August 1977
1980/51 of 23 July 1980,

Socfa

Taking duly j

Inter-State Committee on
Fco« Aid Pollcl.s

^ and^ long-term recovery and r»h»hf n+.+t~

'?Q7Dfe*ber I971' »« (xxv-ii) of
2? n k 32^7(XXIX) of 4 December 1974,

ff-

I at the meeting of the Committee

rr-

Considering also the critical food situation in the
countries of the Sahel,
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Haying considered the report of the Secretary-General on the implementation ....

of the medium-term and, long-term recovery and rehabiIitation programme in the Sudano-

Sahel ian region,. 119/ . . _ ,

'• Takes note with satisfaction of the report of the Secretary-General on the

Implementation of the medium-term and long-term recovery and rehabilitation programme

in the Sudano-^ahel ian, region; . ,: ■ _.

2. CalIs upon the international community to provide adequate and urgent food

aid to the countries of the Sahel;

3. Expresses its gratitude to the Governments, agencies of the United Nations

system; Intergovernmental organfzattons,private organizations and individuals that

have contributed to the implementation of the medium-term and long-term recovery

and rehabilitation programme in the Sudano-Sahelian region;

4. Str6ng 1 y ■ urges a IT "'Governments to make special efforts to increase the'' ''

resources of the United Nations Sudano-Sahe!ian Office, including voluntary contribu

tions through the United Nations Pledging Conference for Development Activities,

so as'to enab1e^it''to respond^mo're^fuI ly to the prfbrlty requirements of the'Governments

of the-States members Of the'Permanent' Inter-State Committee on Drought Control In
the Sahei; r .; ■/ ; -:;•. <■. t - :■-■

5;' ■ Endorses the;urgent reqaes'f addressed by the Economic and Social Council

'at it's second regular session :of J--98O-tc^aI T United Nations organs, agencies and

programmes to increase their assistance through joint undertakings with the United '-

Nations Sudano-Sahelian Office, in response to requests from the Governments of the

Sudano-Sahel i an courifrT&s, for the;1impi6ftrentatton of their recovery, rehabilitation

arid "development programmes; ; 120/ :"'u~t; i^r- : :■:■■■ ■

■6.": CalIs upon aI I Governments; agencies of the United Nations system, inter-

goverhmehtaf organizations^ prPv&te organizations and individuals to continueto

respond favourabPy, either^ 6ilaterally or through the United Nations Sudano-Sahelian
Office or any other intermedfary, to requests for assistance from the Governments

of the States members of the Permanent Inter-State Committee on Drought Control in

the Sahel and from the Committee itself; ■ .■■....

7. Invites the United Nations Sudano-Sahelian Office to continue to strengthen

its close co-operation with the Permanent"Inter-State Committee on Drought Control

in the Sahel with a view to the Implementation of the recovery and rehabilitation

programme and of priority projects; * ■•■-■■-...

119/ A/35/176.

20/ See Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, !980f Supplement

No. IA (E/1980/Add.l), resolution 1980/51, para. 4.
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8. Requests the Secretary-General to continue to report to the General Assembly,

through the Governing Council of the United Nations Development Programme and the

Economic and Social Council, on the implementation of the medium-term and long-term

recovery and rehabilitation programme in the Sudano-Sahelian region. ;

35/87. Assistance for the reconstruction, rehabilitation and development of the
Central African Republic

The General Assembly,

Deeply, concerned about the serious damage suffered by the economic and social

Infrastructure of the Central African Republic, :

Affirming the urgent need for international action to assist the Government of

the Central African Republic in its efforts for the reconstruction, rehabilitation

and development of the country, • .: .

.. Bearing in mind the concern expressed by Member States about the situation In the

Centra! African Republic and their Interest In the expeditious return of the country

to normal conditions of life and its reconstruction and development,

Noting the statements made by the Vice-Prime Mlns.tter and Minister for Foreign

Affairs of the Centra! African Republic, to the General Assembly on 12 October 1979 121/

and 9 October 1980, Y22] .

1. Notes with satisfaction the efforts exerted by the Government and people of

the Central African Republic for national reconstruction, rehabilitation and development;

2. Urgently appeals to alI Member States, the specialized agencies and other

organizations of the United Nations system and international economic and financial

institutions to contribute generously, through bilateral or multilateral channels,

to the reconstruction,., rehabi I itation and development of the Centra! African Republic;

3. Requests Member States and the organizations and programmes of the United

Nations system to grant special treatment to the Central African RepbuMc;

4- Requests the Secretary-General, to organize an International, programme of

financial:, technical and material assistance to the Central African Republic to enable

it to meet Its long-term and short-term needs with respect to reconstruction, rehabi

litation and development;

121/ A/34/PV.32, paras. 40-129.

122/ A/35/PV.3!, pp. 48-66.
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5 Requests the appropriate organizations and,programmes of the United Nations
system - in particular the United Nations Development Programme the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, the International Fund for Agricultural
Development, the World Food Programme, the United Nations industrial Development
Orqanization and the United Nations Children's Furvd.- to increase their current and
'future programmes of assistance to the Central African Republic, to co-operate
closely with the Secretary-Genera! in oroanizing an effective international programme
of assistance and to report periodically; ,to- him on the steps they have taken and
the t-esources they have made available to assist that country;

6. Requests the Secretary-General to-open a. special account for the Central
African Republic, within the framework of the United, Nations Trust Fund for Special
Economic Assistance Programmes, for, tf?e; purpose of faci I gating the channel Ingo
contributions to the Centrai African Republic and urges Member States and international

financial institutions to contribute generously to that account;

7. Als6 requests the.Secretary-General to dispatch a mission to the Central
African Republic wi*h a view to holding consultations with,the Government on the-.-
additional assistance which It needs for the reconstruction, rehab!Iitatlon and
development of the country .and to communicate the report of the mission to the

International community; ."_..' -. .... ;.-. ••\...^\ : ': \

8. Further requests the Secretary-Generai.-.to.ensure +ha+ adequate financial
arrangements are made "for the organization of an effective International programme
of assistance to the Central African Republic and for the mobilization of international

assistance; . _ . . ..,..,-. :.. _. .. ,r... ■-, ; -■-■ ■>■;■■; ■ ■ ..

"■'9. Invites the United" Nations- Developi7»nt,,Programme, the United NatlonsXhlldren'
Fund the"TtforTd~Food Programme, the World Health Organization, the United Nations

■• Industrial Development Organization, the Food and.Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations, the World Bank and the international Fund for Agricultural Development
to bring to the attention of their governing bodies, for their consideration, the
special needs of the Centra) African Republic and to report the decisions of those

bodies to the Secretary-General by 15 August 1981;

10. Requests the Secretary-General to inform the Economic and Social Council,
at Its second regular session of 1.981, of the assistance .granted:to, the Central-

African Republ ic; . . ,> ' ' ; ':

11. Requests the Secretary-General to keep the situation in -the Central African

Republic under review and ta>eport to the General Assembly; at Its thirty-sixth
session on the implementation of the present resolution.
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35/l08' Tnansport-and Communications Decade in Afrir*

■ ; -,-Th& General. Assembly. , ..'.

979 T-nsPort and Co^un.cations'

l979/61 of

^t ^ r ^

the

Monrovia ,ftoo. S to ,20 July |979, 123/
M of Masters of

'"ary session, held at

the global strategy for ^^n of +h ^ 9 f° '2 May l9?9' )which ^opted

be f.u|

transport and

World Cq^al
t.1 cms sector,

^nsport and Co^unicatlons D^d, In
within +HZl', ?5'T ^ subre9iona' projects which
nltwoVk to'tl^ estabU^^' *!??-*° enabl^ *» Integrated

Year cojd P^viJo SrtC 'S1^":;^^ the Pr°P°Sedr urmer .rape.uo to activitres in the communica-

J23/ See A/34/552, annex I.

J24/ See E/i979/77? part VI, resolutions ECA/UNTAC0A/Res.79/l and 3
125/ A/35/334.
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1. Expresses its thanks to the Secretary-General for having organized the

United Nations Pledging Conference for the Transport and Communications Decade In

Africa for the purpose of mobilizing additional resources for the Implementation of

the programme for the Decade;

2. Notes with appreciation that the Governing Council of the United Nations

Development Programme* at Its twenty-seventh session, authorized the Administrator

of the Programme to approve commitments for technical co-operation projects up to

the amount of $20 million in respect of the Decade during the third programming

cycle (1982-1986); 126/

3. Expresses its appreciation to the Economic Commission for Africa for the work
accomplished since March 1977 and for the positive and effective co-operation of the

Organization of African Unity, the specialized agencies of the United Nations and

African intergovernmental organizations in their collaboration with the Commission in

the preparation of the programme for the first phase of the Decade;

4. Reiterates its appeal to States members of the Economic Commission for Africa

to give the highest priority to the transport and communications projects adopted for

the programme for the first phase of the Decade and therefore to include these projects

in their development plans;

5. Requests African States to take the initiative of submitting to the various

sources ol finance requests for the financing of the projects adopted for the first

phase and to use the required resources for that purpose;

6. Also requests African States both to a I locate from their own national resources

a part of the budget for the implementation of the programme for the Decade and to

assign a part of the resources derived from outside aid to the Implementation of the

specific studies contained in the programme for the first phase;

7. Notes with satisfaction that the High-level Meeting on the Review of Technical

Co-operation among Developing Countries, held at Geneva from 26 May to 2 June 1980, 127/
considered possibilities of interregional activities In technical co-operation among

developing countries in support of the objectives of the Decade;

8. Appeals to African States to provide the Economic Commission for Africa,, in a

manner which it shalI .determine, with the necessary information on the progress made In
Implementing the projects in the programme for the Decade, so that the Commission will be

able to perform effectively the roie assigned to it in the global strategy for the

implementation of the programme for the Decade;

126/ Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, 1980, Supplement No. 12

(C/1980/42/Rev. I), chap. XI, decision 80/30, para. 13 C _a_). ~~

127/ See Official Records of the Genera! Assembly, Thirty-fifth Session,

Supplement No. 39 (A/35/39 and Corr.l).
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35/202. Technical co-operation among developing countries

The General Assembly, / .

Recalling its resolutions 3201 (S-VI) and 3202 (S-VI) of I May 1974, containing
the Declaration and the Programme of Action on the Establishment of a New International

Economic Order, 3281 ,<XXtX) of 12 December 1974, containing the Charter of Economic

Rights and Duties of States, and 3362 (S-VIl) of 16 September 1975 on development and

internatIoha T economlc co-operat ion,

Recalling Its resolution 33/134 of 19 December 1978, in which It endorsed the

Buenos Aires Plan of Action for Promoting and Implementing Technical Co-operation

among Developing Countries, 128/

Recall ing.also its resolution -34/117 of 14 December 1979, In which It approved

the substantive and organizational arrangements for the first high-level meeting on
the review of technical co-operation among developing countries,

Having examined the report of^ the High-level. Meeting on the Review of Technical
among Developing Countries on its first session, 129/

Noting decision 80/46 of 30 June 1980 of the Governing CounciI of the United
Nations Development Programme on technical co-operation among developing countries, _[30/

1. Takes note of the report ofthe High-level Meeting on the Review of Technical:
Co-operation among Developing Countries on Its first session; v ?

2. Decides to change the name of the High-level Meeting to High-level Committee

on the Review of Technical Co-operation among Developing Countries, with the same

functions and frame of reference a*s those outlined in recommendation 37 and other

relevant recommendations of the Buenos Aires Plan of Action for Promoting and Implementing
Technical Co-operation among Developing Countries;

3. Requests the Administrator of the United Nations Development Programme to

convene the next session of the Committee from 1 to 8 June 1981 under the same
organizational and procedural arrangements as were made for the session of the High-level

Meeting;

4. urges all States to take immediate steps to Implement the agreements reached

by the High-level Meeting at its first session; : ■*.

128/ Report of the United Nations Conference on Technical Co-operation among Developing
Countries, Buenos Aires, 50 August - 12 September J97B (United Nations publication,

Sales No. E.78.11.A.I I and corrigendum), chap. I.

129/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-fifth Session, Supplement No, 39
and Corr.I).

30/ See Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, 1980, Supplement No. 12

(E/1980/42/Rev.l), chap. xl.
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nvites all participants in the United Nations Development Programme to
ne necessary preparations for the * * '"

be represented at a high level;

S r&y +he
United Nations Development'Program^

35/204• U"'ted Nations Conference on New and Renewable Sources of Energy

The General' Assembly,

fry1"1 "9 i+* ^solutions 3201 (S-VI) and 3202 (S-VI) of I May 1974, containing
the Declaration and the Programme of Action on ^Establishment of a New International

?T r6r: 328 ifP °f 12 DSCefnber l974' containing the Charter o TeS^ c
1? * '"' ^ <SVII> f '6 S^ ^

R?nhT Hn+ ifP l94' co
and Int^m^I1,? *' '"' ^ <S"VII> °f '6 SeP+em^ 1975 on develop^and international economic co-operation,

Recalling aiso its resolutions 33/148 of 20 December 1978 and 34/190 of 18 December
? ^T'C 9nd S0Cial CoUncM ™«>l»tlons 2119 CLXIII) of 4 August ?977 °eC6mber

1979

^T l»tlons 2119 CLXIII) of 4 August ?977
of 3 August 1978 and 1979/66 of 3 August 1979 regard ing the convening and -?

preparat.on of the United,Nations Conference on New and Renewable Sources of Energy,

Notfn9 Economic and Social Council decision 1980/187 of 25 July 1980,

Mindful of the importance of developing new and renewable sources of enerqy In
order to contribute to meeting requirements for continued economic and social
development particularly in the developing countries, through, inter alia, the
transition to the increased use of new and renewable sources of energy,

Stressing the importance of intensive international co-operation in the field
of new and renewable sources of energy,

Taking note of the reports of the Preparatory Committee for the Conference on
its first and second sessions, 13!/

c Taking note also ot -fft§. progress.reports of the Secretary-General and of the
becretary-General of the Conference on the preparations for the Conference,132 /

?A/^/4^ReC°rdS °f t^'General Assemfa'y> Thirty-fifth Session, Supplement No. 43.

132/ A/35/521 and A/35/531. - :
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Bearing in mind paragraph I of its resolution 34/190, in which.it decided that
the Conference should be held at Nairobi in August 1981, as well as decision I Ml)
of the Preparatory Committee of I August 1980 JJ53/ concerning the dates of the

Conference,

Concerned at the slow pace in the preparations for the Conference in light of

the time constraints,

!• Strongly urges the Secretary-General of the United Nations Conference on New
and'Renewable Sources of Energy to take all the necessary measures to intensify and
to accelerate the preparations for the Conference;

2. Urges all Member States to promote heightened awareness of the importance

of the*6onference and tc intensify its preparation at the national, subregional and
regional levels in order to ensure its success;

3. Endorses the conclusions and recommendations adopted by the Preparatory

Committee for the Conference at its second session, held at Geneva from 21 July to•

I August 1980;

4. Reuqests the Secretary-General to ensure that such additional personnel

and technical expertise be drawn from the United Nations Secretariat as may be
required and that it be made available to the Secretary-General of the Conference

to facilitate the completion on time of the preparations for the Conference;

5. urges all concerned organs, organizations and bodies of the United Nations
system, Including the regional commissions, to strengthen their participation and
to continue to extend their fullest contribution- to the preparatory process for the
Conference as well as co-operation and support to the Secretary-General of the Conference

in this process; .

6 Welcomes the co-operation provided by Member States and others to facilitate
the preparations for the Conference and calls upon them to contribute further to the
strengthening of the preparations for the Conference; ,

7. Requests the Secretary-General to take all steps necessary, consistent with
the rules and regulations of the United Nations, to ensure the utilization of co-operation
offered,^ taking fully into account the interests of all groups of countries;

8 Decides that the Conference will be held at Nairobi from 10 to 21 August 1981
and be'preceded by interregional meetings and pre-conference consultations at Nairobi,

beginning on I August 1981;

33/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-fifth Session, Supplement No. 43
— (Part II), sect. VII B. "*
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. ?• " 52£i^es +ha+ the third session of the Preparatory Committee, scheduled to
be held from 30 March to !0 April, wi.l 1 be extended by one week and that the fourth
session of the Committee will be held from 8 to 26 June 198!;

_ 10. Requests the Secretary-General to ensure that the necessary arranoements
inc ud.ng the requisite financial provisions, are made for the coSinuatlon Tf
regional preparations for the Conference; lon °

II. Reiterates its request to the Secretary-General to provide, In co-operatfon
with the organs, organizations and bodies of the United Nations system, technical
assistance to develop!no countries, using, inter alia, to the greatest extent
S^r! !k9 reSOurc?s' a+ their request and tn accordance with established

l8 Preparat'°nS f°r +he Con^rence, including the preparation of ,

12. Calls upon all States wishing to do so to submit national papers and brief
summaries thereof by 31 December .980,.in conformity with decision 4 U?) adopted
on August 1980 by the Preparatory Committee, and requests that the summaries of the
nat.onal papers should be distributed in al, the working languages of tnTconLrencet

13. Requests the Preparatory Committee, at its third session, to consider and
final ize the draft agenda for the Conference and to submit it to the Coherence;

14. .Requests the Preparatory Committee to consider and finalize the draft
+n ILr P:°cedure of +he Conference during its third session and to submit them
to ~ne conference;

15 Requests the Secretary-General of the Conference to prepare, for consideration
by the Preparatory Committee at its third session, a preliminary draft outMne of a

KS5 +Ir ref!effn9 ™e consolidated conclusions andVeco^ndat Ions
hnical panels ad h t

r-,.K*iJ.4.-.J u j.l _l i . . ^»>-iu3iuM3 aiiu (t^unimenaaTions

submitted by the technical panels, ad hoc expert groups, the synthesis group and
organizations of the United Nations system; * . »- » r y'MUfJ dna

J6; invites the Preparatory Committee at its third session to provide guidance
on the elaboration of the preliminary draft programme of action;

+ 17. Requests the Secretary-General of the Conference to provide by 15 May 1981
the following documents for consideration by the Preparatory Committee at its fourth
sessioni

(a) A synoptic table classifying conclusions and recommendations into those of
common concern to a 11 regions, those of concern to some regions and those specific
to one region, with an indication of their origin-

th* nrrLArPI co;?ein;n9' fn a format similar to that suggested as reference for
the preparation of nat.onal papers, additional information that may be relevant for

It^n^innl,^ "^ Pr°9r3mme of action> Including proposals and recommendations
national papers and regional reports;
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'8. Requests the Secretary-General to invite:

(a) AM States to participate in the Conference;

(b) Representatives of organizations that have received a standing invitation

from the General Assembly to participate in the sessions and the work of all ,

International conferences convened under its auspices, in the capacity of observers,

to participate in the Conference in that capacity, in accordance with Assembly

resolutions 3237 (XXIX) of 22 November 1974 and 31/152 of 20 December 1976;

(c) Representatives of the national liberation movements recognized in its

region by the Organization of African Unity to participate in the Conference in the

capacity of observers, in accordance with General Assembly resolution 3280 (XXIX)

of 10 December 1974;

(d) The United Nations Council for Namibia to participate, in accordance with

paragraph 3 of General Assembly resolution 32/9 E of 4 November 1977;

ie) The specialized agencies and the International Atomic Energy Agency, as

well as interested organs of the United Nations, to be represented at the Conference;

(f) Interested intergovernmental organizations to be represented by observers

at the~Conference;

(g) Interested non-governmental organizations in consultative status with the

Economic and Social Council to be represented by observers at the Conference;

(h) Other interested non-governmental organizations that may have a specific

contribution to make to the work of the Conference to be represented by observers at

the Conference;

(9. Requests the Secretary-General to ensure that the necessary arrangements

are made for the effective participation in the Conference of representatives of the

organizations referred to in paragraph 13 (tOand (c_) above, including the requisite

financial provisions for their travel expenses and per diem;

20. Invites the co-ordinating committee, to which reference is made In decision

8 (II), adopted on I August 1980 by the Preparatory Committee, to play an active role

in ensuring the effective implementation of the preparatory work programme of the

Conference;

21. Requests the Secretary-General to mobilize further the assistance of the

Department of Public Information of the Secretariat and other relevant services of

the United Nations system in the implementation of the programme of information for

the Conference to ensure world-wide awareness of the Conference and its objectives,

particularly in the developing countries;
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. - Recalling also■■ Its resolution 34/303=of 19 December 1979, In which <t decided
to coT^nT"the United Nations Conference on the Least" Developed Countries in 1981,

Recalling further its resolution S-l1/4 of 15 September 1930 on measures to
meet The critical situation in the least developed countries,

■ Having considered the report of the Preparatory Committee for the United Nations
ConfeFence on the Least Developed Countries on its first and second session, _I35/

Reaffirming that, there is an immediate need for a greatly expanded increase
in theTFsSe^of resources to meet the critical needs of the least developed countries
and to help promote their rapid and setf-sustained socio-economic development,

Emphasising the particular importance of the contribution that economic co-operation
among developing countries can make, inter alia, to the development of the least

developed among them, ■ ' . ' ,-.'-:--

Notina with appreciation that: some developed countries have taken positive
steps Awards the ?mple^ntation of resolution 122 (V) of the United Nations Conference
on Trade and Development,

Deeply concerned that, even nK,re than one year after the adoption of ™e j^ed'ate
Action Programme (19/9-IWI), contained in resolution 122 (V) of the U"l+^at!ons
Conference on Trade and Development, very I United progress.has been made towards its

1mp i ementat i on, " :

Recognizing the need for extensive public awareness throughout th* ^L?
desperate plight of the least developed countries and the importance and objectives
of lfhe forthcoming United Nations Conference on the Least Developed Countries,

1. Urqes all developed countries,. developing countries in a position to do so,
multilateTiTdevelopment institutions and other sources to .take urgent steps to
implement without any further delay,; and in any c^e before the end ^ '981 the
commitments undertaken in the Immediate Action Programme (1979-1981) contained in
resolution 122 (V) of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development,

2. Urqes donor countries which have not yet done so to provide substantive
informatics^ the steps they are takinG to implement the Immediate Action Programme,

135/ Official Records of the General. Assembly, Thirty-fifth Session, Supplement

No. 45 ~~~ ~
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12. Invites, all countries, as well as organs, organizations and bodies of the

United Nations system, to accord due priority, in the implementation of the Internationa

Development Strategy for the Third United Nations Development Decade, 136/ to the

provisions relating to accelerated development of the least developed countries;

1. Endorses the conclusions and recommendations put forward by the Preparatory

Committee for the United Nations Conference on :the Least Developed Countries at its

second session, 137/ taking into account the views expressed by delegations at that

session;

2. Decides that the United Nations Conference on the Least Developed Countries

will be held from 1 to 14 September 19^1 and will be preceded by a two-day consultation

of senior officials on 27 and 28 August 1981;

3. Accepts with appreciation the offer of the Government of France to act as

host to the Conference, to be held in Paris;

4. Requests the Secretary-General to invite:

(3) All States to participate in the Conference;

(b) Representatives of organizations that have a standing invitation from the

General" Assembly to participate^ Jn the capacity of observers^ in the sessions and

the work of ait International conferences convened under its auspices to participate

in the Conference, in that capacity,, in accordance with Assembly resolutions 3237 (XXIX)

of 22 November 1974 and 31/152. o> 20 December 1976;

(£) Representatives of,irt.he national liberation movements recognized by. the

OrganiYation of African Unity in its region to participate in the Conference in

the capacity of observers, in accordance with General Assembly resolution 3280 (XXIX)

of 10 December 1974;

(d) Namibt^, represented by the United Nations Council for Namibia,. to participate

In the~Conference in accordance with paragraph 3 of General Assembly resolution 32/9 E

of 4 November 1977; ■ . » .,.

136/ A/35/592/AddJ, para.'6. ^ .

137/ A/C.2/35/7; to be subsequently incorporated in Official Records of the Genera

Assembly, Thirty-fifth Session, Supplement No. 45 (A/35/45).
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Conference;

(fi) The specialized agencies and the International Atomic Energy Agency
I I as interested organs of the United Nations, to be represented^The ■
r^nce; ■ ■ ■

r,nfo^ intergovernmental bodies in consultative status with the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development to be represented by observers at the Conference;

with the uN<?!?""9Overnmen+al organizations in consultative status (general

Social Council to be represented by observers at the Conference;

. 5' ^eq"es|5 +he Secretary-Genera! to ensure effective participation of
ives of the least developed countries in the Conference by seeking extrab(
□s to finance Travfi PYnpncoc /-.* +t,r-Qn -„_-« i k. *■ . . . .Iundsto ,L^: rP fthe Conferenceb? seeking eratdg^tTr

country? eXP6nSeS +hree reP^sentatives from each least developed

for +he conference
Requests the Preparatory Committee to consider and final Ize the,draft agenda

lher^nf:re^;e " """ "" ^^^^^^ ^^^ +° *"
8. Requests the least developed countries to submit their individual country

presentations to the Conference secretariat not later than I March 1.981 since thev
are of crucial importance to the success of the Conference; V

.;. 9- Calls upon the international community and the organs, organizations and

^e'-uccess of ^T'™8 **%"" +° ^ a" nec—V ^easures'to contrTbu?2 to-'
»Z,+ f the Conference, the primary objective of which will be to finalize
adopt and support the Substantial New Programme of Action for the 1980s as ca led
for ,n rssoiution 122 (V) of the United Nations Conference on Trade and'Deve?oPment;

the av^laKlfrlv^^^^^T?"6"31/0 mSke the n9'essa^ arrangements to ensureThe avcilabiljTy of all relevant documents forth Cf i lI
?/ '^ arrangements to ens

jy eant documents for.the Conference, in alI the of,icial
languages of the Conference/well in advance for timely consideration by Member;States;

for reauisrlr^Z^ +be Secretary-Genera I to ensure that the necessary arrangements
!^q Te tl"an=lal Provisions to the maximum extent possible within exist!no

?Ure +he SUCCeSS f +h Cf I e
!«n^ extent possible within exist!no
for Ztr T mad9 +> Sn?Ure +he SUCCeSS of +he Conference, Including the arrangements
fo, pre-Conferenceconsuitations, as envisaged in section II, paragraph 2, above™

shall'to fK=^ Iha+r+he °!fiCial lan9ua9es °f +he Conference and its committees
shall be those of the General Assembly and its Main Committees;
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I5.: ' Requests the Secretary-General, in pursuance of paragraph 8 of its resolution

34/203, to entrust the Director-General for Development and International Economic

Co-operation with the responsibility for taking necessary steps, with the collaboration

of the Secretary-General of the Conference, to ensure the full mobilization and

co-ordination of all organs, organizations and'bodies of the United Nations system ,■

In the preparations for the Conference; ,,.-,

14. Also requests the Secretary-General and the organs, organizations and bodies

of the United Nations system to provide^ using, inter alia, existing resources to tt)e,

extent possible, appropriate assistance, including technical assistance, to the leasi1
developed countries, at their request and in accordance with established procedures,

in their preparations for the Conference at the national, subregional, regional and - ■-

global levels; . \i;> ;

15. Invites the Governments in a position to do so to provide similar assista<n£e;

'6. Urges donor countries to provide assistance bilaterally or through appropriate

multilateral channels such as the United Nations Development Programme, the Special

Measures Fund for Least Developed Countries of the United Nations Development Programme

and the United Nations Capital Development Fund, in response to requests from the least

developed countries for immediate additional financial support for detailed preparations

of the country programmes and other preparations for the Substantial New Programme of

Action for the 1980s, including identification of obstacles to planning and steps to

correct them, a survey of resources, feasibility studies and investment projects, as

envisaged in paragraph 3 (£)of resolution 122 (V) of the United Nations Conference on

Trade and Development;

III

1. Requests the Secretary-General and the Secretary-General of the United Nations

Conference on the Least Developed Countries and organs,, organizations and bodies of the

United Nations system to undertake a programme of public information activities

designed to ensure awareness throughout the world of the importance of the Conference

and its objectives, to the maximum extent possible within existing resources;

2. Invites Member States actively to promote public awareness of the Conference

by disseminating relevant information, inter a Iia, to their mass communication media

networks;

3. Suggests the exchange of high-level national delegations in order to generate

public awareness with regard to the critical situation of the least developed countries

and the importance and objectives of the Conference;
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4.

could focus the attentTorTof the Internet
developed countries, without prejudice to
Social Council resolution 1980/67 of 25 j
years, as adopted by the General

T '" +he leas+

P°S+S" Adminis+^iOf, to issue special stamp

Action Programme (1979-1981)? -mplementation of the imrnediato

35/42. international Conference on Assistance to Refugees In Africa

The General Assembly.

Mnfr f+s resoiutfon 34/61 of 29 November 1979

s

J38/ See A/35/463 and (orr.I, annex I.

139/ A/C.3/35/SR.5I, ^ras. 1-8.
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Aware of the consequent social and economic burden placed on African countries
of asylum as a result of the increased influx of refugees and the subsequent impact
on their development,

Bearing in mind the heavy sacrifices that the countries of asylum are making,
despite their limited resources, to alleviate the plight of those refugees,

Appreciating the contributions made by donor countries as well as the assistance
that the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, the United Nations Children's
Fund, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, the World Food
Programme and other intergovernmental and non-governmental agencies have provided to
refugees in Africa,

Noting with deep regret the inadequacy of the assistance provided to the growinq
number of African refugees,

Recogn i z i ng the universal col Iective responsibility to share the urgent and
overwhelming burden of the problem of African refugees through effective mobilization
of resources to meet the urgent and long-term needs of the refugees and to strengthen
the capacity of countries of asylum to provide adequately for the refugees while they
remain In their countries, as weli as to assist the countries of origin in the rehabi
litation of genuine voluntary returnees,

Taking note of Economic and Social Council resolution 1980/55 of 24 July 1980 in
which the Council requested the Secretary-General, in co-operation with the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, to consult the Secretary-General of the
Organization of African Unity on appropriate ways and means of convening an international
pledging conference for refugees in Africa,

Having considered the report of the Secretary-General 140/ on his consultations
with the Secretary-General of the Organization of African Unity and the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees concerning the organization of an international conference
on assistance to refugees in Africa,

'• Notes with profound regret that the international community has not given
sufficient attention to the plight of refugees in Africa;

2. Requests, consequently, the international community to contribute substantially
to programmes designed to help those refugees;

3- Approves the report of the Secretary-General calling for an international
conference to mobilize assistance for refugees in Africa, as well as the measures
proposed for a concerted programme of information and publicity by the relevant bodies
of the United Nations system in support of the conference;

140/ A/35/606.
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4- ^quests the Secretary-General, in close co-operation with the Sccretary-
GeneraJ of the Organization of African Unity and the United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees, to convene at Geneva on 9 and 10 April 19bI at the ministerial level,
an International Conference on Assistance to Refugees in Africa;

5-' Further requests the Secretary-General in the process of preparing for the
Conference, and in close co-operation with the Secretary-Genercl of the Organization
of African Unity and the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, to assist the
concerned African countries in identifying priorities and preparing necessary documents
and programmes for assistance to African refugees;

. 6< Authorizes the Secretary-Gsnerai to moet the expense for organization of the
Conference under the regular budget of the United Nation:;;

;7,. AppeaIs to the international community, ai! Membor States, the specialized

agencies, regional and intergovernmental organizations and non-governmental organizations
to provide the utmost support for tha Conferer.co with a view to offering maximum financial
and material assistance to refugees in Africa;

8. Further appeals vo the international con.munify ro provide all necessary assistance
to the countries of asylum to enable them to strengthen the;- capacity to provide the

necessary facilities and services essential to the care anc! well-being of the refugees

and to assist the countries of crigin in the rehabilitation of genuine voluntary returnees;

itSfJL the international community to continue to supoort the annual programmes
of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees and of orhar United Nations agencies
co-operating with the High Commissioner on .behalf of refugees in Afr.;ca;

t0- Requests the High Commissioner, in ^io^o co-operation with the Secretary-
General of the Organization of African Unity, to keep under constant review the situation
of refugees in Afri-ca in order-to ensure maximum internafionnl assistance on a global
basis;

II. Requests the Secretary-Generai to report to the Gonsra! Assembly at its

thirty-sixth session and to the Economic and Social Council at its first recjijiar session
of 1981 on the implementation of the present resolution.

35/126. International Youth Year: Participation, Development, Peace

The General Assembly,,

. RecaI 1ing its resolution 34/151 of 17 December 1979 by which it decided to designate

1985 as International Youth Year: Participation, Development, Peece,

Recognizing the profound importance of the direct participation of youth in shaping

the future of mankind and the valuable contribution that youth c^n make I.: the implemen

tation of the new international economic order based on equity and justice,
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Considering it necessary to disseminate among youth the ideals of peace, respect

for human rights and. fundamental freedoms, human solidarity and dedication to the
objectives of progress and development,

Conyineed of the Imperative need to harness the energies, enthusiasms and

creative abilities of youth to the tasks of nation building, the struggle for self-,

determination and national independence, in accordance with the Charter of the United

Nations, and against foreign domination and occupation, the economic, social and

cultural advancement of peoples, the implementation of the new international economic

order, the preservation of world peace and the promotion of international co-operation
and understanding;

Emphasizing that the United Nations should give more attention to the role of

the-young people in the world of today and to their demands for the World of tomorrow,

RecaMing the topicality of assessing the needs and aspirations of youth, and

reaffirming the importance of current and projected United Nations activities designed

to increase the opportunities for youth and for its active participation In national
development activities,.

Bel_LevIn9 +nat >+ 'S urgently desirable to consolidate the efforts of all States
In carrying out specific programmes concerning youth and to improve the activities of

the United Nations and the specialized agencies in the field of youth, including youth
exchanges in the cultural, sporting and other fields.

Reaffirming the necessity for better co-ordination of efforts in dealing with

problems confronting young people and in examining the manner in which those problems

are being treated by the specialized agencies and by various1 United Nations bodies,

Considering that the preparation and the observance of the International Youth

Year will offer a useful and significant opportunity for drawing attention to the

situation, needs and aspirations of youths for increasing co-operation at all levels

in dealing with youth issues, for undertaking concerted action programmes in favour
of youth and for involving young people in the study and resoiuHon of major internationa
regional and national problems,

Confident that the International Youth Year will serve to mobilize efforts at the

local, national, regional and international levels in order to promote the best educa

tional, professional and living conditions for young people, to ensure their active

participation in the over-all development of society and to encourage the preparation

of new national and local policies and programmes In accordance with each country's

experience, conditions and priorities,
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Recognizing that the preparation and the observance of the International Youth

Year will contribute to the reaffirmation of the goals of the new international
economic order and to the implementation of the International Development Strategy

for the Third United Nations Development Decade, 141/

RecaI Ii ng a I so in this connexion its decision 35/424 of 5 December 1980 and

Economic and Social Council resolution 1980/67 of 25 July 1980 on the question of

international years and anniversaries,,

Aware that, for the International Youth Year to be successful and to maximize

its impact and practical efficiency, adequate preparation and the widespread support

of Governments, all specialized agencies, international intergovernmental and non
governmental organizations and the public will be required.

Noting With great satisfaction the interest of Member States, of various United

Nations bodies and specialized agencies and youth organizations in the decision to

designate 1985 as International Youth Year: Participation, Development, Peace, [42/

I. Invites a I 1 States, all United Nations bodies and specialized agencies and

the international intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations concerned, as

well as youth organizations, to exert all possible efforts for the preparation and

the observance of the International Youth.Year and to undertake in this respect specific

actions in accordance with their experience, conditions and priorities;

^* Stresses the importance of active and direct participation of youth organiza

tions in the activities organized at the local, national, regional and international

levels for the preparation and the observance of the international Youth Year;

3t Requests the Secretary-General to prepare, in accordance with the proposals

made by Member States and in consultation with all the specialized agencies and

interested international intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations, as well

as youth organizations, a draft programme for the preparation and observance of the

International Youth Year; . .

4* Requests the Secretary-General to convene three sessions of the Advisory
Committee for the International Youth Year in the period 1981-1985 so that it may

formulate, for consideration by the General Assembly, a specific programme of measures

and activities to be undertaken p.rior to and during the International Youth Year on

the basis of] the draft programme prepared by the Secretary-General;

J_4I/ General Assembly resolution 35/56, annex.

142/ See A/35/361 and Add.I.
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5* Also requests the Secretary-General to invite the States which are not

members of the Advisory Committee, the specialized agencies, and the concerned inter

governmental and-non-governmental organizations which have consultative status with

the Economic and Social Council., to participate as observers in the work of the

Advisory Committee;

6* Further requests the Secretary-General to convene the first session of the

Advisory Committee in early 1981, to provide it with all necessary assistance and to

submit its first report to the General Assembly at its thirty-sixth session;

■ 7. -Invites :the Advisory Committee to pay particular attention to regional and

. internati-onal meetings dealing with youth or related to youth questions and requests

the Secretary-General to provide every means to assist it in this regard;

:.- 8. CalIs upon- the Advisory Committee^ when applying paragraph.7 above, to seek

informa-tron about the* activities of regional and International meetings dealing with

youth or related to youth questions;

9. Requests the Secretary-General to provide a ITst of relevant meetings' 'for the
first session of the Advisory Committee and Invites the Advisory Committee to consider

the ouest.ion of-being; represented at such meetings in consultation with the bodies
concerned; ■■-:..

■ ■ • 10.- Further requests the Secretary^General to continue to take concrete measures,

through ail the communications media at his disposal, to give widespread publicity to

the activities of the United Nations system in the field of youth and to Increase the

dissemination, of information on youth; ' ■■ ■■ :
\ i-p-.'.. ....,.■ ... . -. , ■■

■""■'■ '•• Appeals to a I I. States, to international governmental and non-governmental

organizatiens. and to the public to make In due time generous voluntary contributions

to supplement funds provided under the United Nations regular budget for the costs

of; the-p-ro^rasiiite. of the; International Youth Year and requests the Secretary-General

to take all appropriate measures for obtaining such voluntary contributions;

12, Decides to include fn the1provisional agenda of. its thirty-sixth session

the: t:tem entitled ;! International Youth Year: Participation, Development.; Peace" and

to grant it h-igh priority;- ■

35/129. Problems of the elderly and the aged
■ .. -■ ■ ■■■•■p.- ■ * . : «v .-;-■ ■ ■ ' ■ " ■

The General Assembly,

Reaffirming its resolution 33/52 of 14 December 1973 by which it decided to

convene a World Assembly on the Elderly in 1982, as a forum to launch an internationa

action programme aimed at guaranteeing social and economic security to older persons,,

as well as opportunities to contribute to national development.
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Recall ing also Economic and Social Council resolution 1980/26 of 2 May 1980
concerning the World Assembly on the Elderly,

Recogn i z I no, that the question of aging fs a.complex on©'which Is concerned with
the aging individual as well as with the aging of populations,

SEJJlOa* in particular, paragraph 3 of Its resolution 33/52, in which it
requested the Secretary-General to elaborate, In consultation with"Member States,
specialized agencies end the organizations concerned, a draft prooramme for the World >
Assembly on the Elderly, . .- ■ .

Desiring that the World Assembly on the Elderly should result In societies responding
.more-fully to the socio-economic implications of the aging of populations and to the
Specific needs of older persons, . , , ■ ■:-;. .

Appreciating the leading role of the Centre for Social Development and Humanitarian
. Affairs of the Secretariat. -:|.n preparing,for ;the World Assembly on the Elderly,

Appreciating also the financial support of the UnIted Nations Fund for Population
Activities in the preparatory work for the World Assembly on the Elderly,

Stressing that the World Assembly on the■ titterly is a significant event throuqh
which a long-term programme of action can be launched,

Having considered with satisfaction the report of the Secretary-General on the
draft programme tor the World.Assembly on the Elderly, 143/ ■

+u '• Callsupon the Secretary-Genera! to take all necessary measures to enable
the Centre for Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs, in elose co-operation with
the specialized agencies and organizations concerned, to undertake all the necessary
preparatory and followmp activities of the World Assembly on the fctderly;

2* Adopts the recommendations of the Economic and. Social Coun«?I contained In Its
resolution 1,980/26; : :. , ■

3' Decides +° change the name of the World Assembly on the Elderly to the Wopld
Assembly on Aging in view of the interrelatedness of the issues of aging Individuals
and the aging of populations as defined by the Secretary-GeneralTs programme;

4. Requests the Secretary-Genera! to establish a voluntary fund for the World
Assembly on Aging and to inform Member States of the existence of the fund;

5- APPea's +o Member States to make fn due.tfrne generous voluntary contributions
to the Fund for the World Assembly on Aging;

143/ A/35/130.
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Bearing tn mind the importance of co-ordination at the national, regional and

international levels in the programming for the prevention cf disablIity and the

rehabilitation of disabled persons,

Convinced that the International Year of Disebled Persons should give the Impulse

for the establishment of a long-term world plan of action to follow up the activities

of the Year,

RecognizIng that the international Year of Disabled Persons should contribute to

a greater awareness of the magnitude and the complexity of the incidence of physical,

sensorial and mental disabilities through, inter alia, effective pub]ic information

activities.

Having considered the offer of the Government of Argentina 145/ to act as host to

the action-oriented international symposium of experts on technical assistance in the
field of disabiIity and'technical co-operation among developing countries, to be convened

during the International Year of Disabled Persons,

Concerned about the need to provide the secretariat of the International Year of

Disabled Persons with the resources necessary for the implementation of the Plan of

Action for the year _K6_/ and Its follow-up,

I. Notes with satisfaction the steps already taken in the implementation of the

Plan of Action for the International Year of Disabled Persons by Member States, organs,

organizations and bodies of the United Nations system and non-governmental organizations,

and encourages them to intensify their action and co-ordination during the Year;

' 2. Recommends that, in their efforts to promote the full participation of disabled

persons In all aspects cf life. Member States and organs, organizations andbodles of

the United Nations system should pay particular attention to the participation of

disabled persons themselves and'of their organizations in the ac+ivlties undertaken in

connexion with the International Year of Disabled Persons and its foliow-up;

3. Invites Member States which have not yot done so to establish national

committees or similar bodies tor the international Year of Disaoled Persons;

4. Urges Member States to give higher priority to development assistance projects

In developing countries In the fields of rehabilitation services, technical aids and

training of appropriate personnel, including disabled persons themselves;

145// A/C.3/35/5. . , '"

146/ The Plan of Action for the international Year of Disabled Persons adopted by the

General Assembly consists of the text appearing in paras. 57 to 76 of the annex

to document A/34/153 and Com.I, with the deletion of the phrase following the

words "(see subpara. (I).below)!' in para. 74 (£), of para. 74 C_u_> and of the

words following the word "national ly!1 in para. 75 (b).
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'47/ A/35/444, annex.
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35/136. World Conference of the.United Nations Decade for Women

The Genera 1 AssembIy,

RecaIMng its resolution 3520 (XXX) of 15 December 1975, in which it proclaimed the

period from 1976 to 1985 United Nations Decade for Women: Equality, Development and

Peace and decided to convene a world conference at the mid-term of the Decade,

RecaI 11ng a I so its resolution 34/158 of 17 December 1976 on the World Conference

of the United Nations Decade for Women,

RecalI ing further Its resolution 34/180 of 18 December 1979, the annex of which

contains the text of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination

against Women,

Reaffirming the principles and objectives set forth in the Declaration of Mexico

on the Equality of Women and Their Contribution to Development and Peace, 1975, 148/

and in the World Plan of Action for the Implementation of the Objectives of the

International Women's Year, adopted at the World Conference of the International

Women's Year, held at Mexico City in 1975, 149/

Bearing in mind its resolutions 3201 (S-VI) and 3202 (S--V1) of .1 May 1974, containing

the Declaration and the Programme of Action on the Establishment of a New International

Economic Order, 3281 (XXiX) of 12 December 1974, containing the Charter of Economic

Rights and Duties of States, -^nd 3362 (S-VII I) of 16 September 1975 on development and

international economic co-operation,

Bearing in mind further the consensus achieved on the text of the International

Development Strategy for the Third United Nations Development Decade, 150/ in particular

on the implementation of the objectives of the United Nations Decade for Women within

the framework of the Strategy,

Having considered the report of the World Conference of the United Nations Decade

for Women: Equality, Development and Peace, held at Copenhagen from 14 to 30 July

1980, 151/ '.

Convinced that the Conference, by adopting the Programme of Action for the Second

Half of the United Nations Decade for Women JJ52/ and other relevant decisions and

resolutions, has made an important and positive contribution to the attainment of the

objectives of the Decade and permitted the maintenance of a policy framework to deal

with the concerns of women.

148/ Report of the Wortd Conference of the International Women's Year, Mexico, City,

19 June - 2 July 1975 (United Nations publication, Sales No. £.76.IV.I), chap. I.

149/- Ibid., chap. II, sect. A.

150/ General Assembly resolution 35/56, annex.

151/ United Nations publication, Sales No. E.80.IV.3.

(52/ Ibid., chap. I, sect. A.
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9. Requests the regional commissions to consider the Programme of Action with

a view to formulating appropriate programmes for implementing the recommendations

contained therein, including the organization of seminars* symposia and meetings

which will contribute towards furthering the integration of women into the development

process and the achievement of the objectives of the Decade;

10. Urges the regional commissions to report in full to the Economic and Social

Council at Its first regular session of 1982 on the specific aspects of the situation

of women in all the sectors of their development programme, in order to strengthen and

reorient the reporting methods of those commissions so as to reflect more adequately

the regional concerns of women, and thereafter to report on the same subject every

two years;

11. Urges all the organizations of the United Nations system to take the necessary

measures to ensure a concerted and sustained effort for the Implementation of the

Programme of Action ami of other relevant resolutions and decisions of the Conference

in the course of the second half of the Decade, with a view to achieving a substantial

improvement in the status of women and to ensuring that all their programmes take into

account the need for the complete integration of women;

12. Requests the Secretary-General to submit to the Economic and Social Council
at Its first regular session, of 1981 proposals for the Implementation of the Programme

of Action, taking into account the need for the speedy establishment of the: New
International Economic Order and the implementation of the goals and objectives of the

International Development Strategy for the Third United Nations Development Decade, 153/

which are indispensable for the advancement of womeni

13. Also requests the Secretary-General to consider appropriate measures to

enable the Commission on the Status of Women to discharge the functions assigned to

it for the implementation of the World Plan of Action for the Implementation of the

Objectives of the International Women's Year and the Programme of Action for the

Second Half of the United Nations Decade for Women, and also requests him to take
immediate action to strengthen the Centre for Social Development and Humanitarian

Affairs of the Secretariat at Vienna;

'(4, Further requests the Secretary-General and international organizations to

take all the necessary iction to establish, where they do not already exist, focal

points in all sectors of the organizations of the United Nations system in order to
co-ordinate questions relating to women and integrate, them into their work programmes;

15. Invites the Secretary-General to circulate the report of the Conference

among Member States and intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations in order

to ensure that it is publicized and disseminated as widely as possible;

153/ General Assembly resolution 35/56, annex.
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16. Also invites the Secretary-General to submit to the General Assembly at its

thirty-sixth session a report on the measures taken to implement the present resolution;

17. Dec i des to convene in 1985, at the conclusion of the United Nat ions"Decade
for Women, a worfd conference to review and appraise the achievements of the Decade;

18. Decides to include in the provisional agenda of its thirty-sixth session

the Item entitled "United Nations Decade for Women: Equality, Development and Peace".

35/137. Voluntary Fund for the United Nations Decade for Women

The General Assembly,

RecaMing its resolutions 31/133 of 16 December 1976, containing the criteria

and arrangements for management of the Voluntary Fund for the United Nations Decade

for Women, and 34/156 of 17 December. 1979 concerning the : report of the Secretary-"General

on the Fund, 154/

Noting Economic and Social Council resolutions 1980/37 and 1980/42 of 2 May 1980

on the Fund, •

Welcoming the support expressed for the work of the Fund by the World Conference

of thej.United Nations Decade for Women In .Its Programme of Action for the Second Half

of the United Nations Decade for Women 1-55/ and in Its resolution 42 of 30 July 1980, 156/

Having considered the report of the Secretary-General on the Voluntary Fund for

the United Nations Decade for Women, 157/

1. Notes with satisfaction the decisions of the Consultative Committee on the

Voluntary Fund for the United Nations Decade for Women during its seventh and eighth

sessions; 158/

2. Welcomes the new procedures and increased use of the Fund in relation to

projects at country level;

154/ A/34/612.

155/ Report of the World Conference of the United Nations Decade for Women: Equality,

Development and Peace, Copenhagen, 14 to 30 July 1980 (United Nations publication,

Sales No. E.80.IV.3), chap. I.

156/ Ibid., chap. II, sect. A.

157/ A/35/523 and Corr.I.

158/ Ibid., sect. I I.
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3. Expresses Its appreciation to the relevant organs,of the United Nations

system, in particular the United Nations Development Programme and the United Nations

Children's Fund, for their invaluable assistance to the ongoing work of the Voluntary
Fund for the United Nations Decade for Women;

4. Urges the regional commissions concerned that have not already done so to

strengthen their programmes for women from within regular budget resources;

5* Requests all relevant organizations and bodies of the United Nations system

to review their financial and technical support activities to assess both the Involvement

of and the impact on women, and to report to the General Assembly every second year,

beginning at the thirty-sixth session, on the results of the reviews and, as appropriate,
corrective actions taken; 159/

6. Expresses its appreciation for the voluntary contributions pledged by Member

States and appeals to Member States that are in a position to do so to consider giving

or Increasing their support to the Fund in order to ensure the availability of resources

sufficient to meet rapidly multiplying demands In developing countries;

7# Requests the Secretary-General:

(a) To continue to report annually on the management of the Fund as we I I as on

the progress in the Implementation of its activities;

(b) To continue to include the Fund on an annual basis as one of the programmes

of the United Nations Pledging Conference for Development Activities.

159/ See Economic and Social Council resolution 1980/37. of 2 May 1980.




